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1. INTRODUCTION 
A cooperative research program was initiated between the United 
States and Japan in 1977 to investigate the relationships among 
large-scale tests, small-scale tests, component tests, and analytical 
models. 
A large-scale seven-story reinforced concrete structural model was 
tested pseudo-dynamically at the Building Research Institute (BRI) in 
Tsukuba, Japan. Three one-tenth-scale models, which are described in 
this report, were tested dynamically using the earthquake simulator at 
the University of Illinois. 
The three one-tenth-scale models were composed of individual planar 
systems which represented the major lateral load resisting elements of 
the BRI structure. Each model comprised two exterior frames and an 
interior frame with a wall in the center bay. There were no reinforced 
concrete floor slabs in the one-tenth-scale models. The first model 
had beam, column, and wall reinforcement equivalent to that in the 
beams, columns, and wall of the BRI structure. The other two models 
had additional reinforcement in the top of the beams to account for the 
contribution of the slab reinforcement in the BRI structure. 
The North-South component of the Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 acceleration 
record was chosen as the primary base motion to be used in the 
small-scale tests. The record was provided by the Building Research 
2 
Institute, Tsukuba. 
The objectives of the one-tenth-scale tests were to compare the 
results with those of the large-scale structure, to study the 
feasibility and repeatability of the fabrication and response of 
small-scale 
analyses. 
structures, and to provide a benchmark for dynamic 
A brief outline of the research project is given in Chapter 2. The 
BRr structure and selected results of the tests conducted on the BRI 
structure are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains a brief 
description of the one-tenth-scale model tests. In Chapter 5, the 
fabrication of the frames and the test procedure are described. The 
response of the one-tenth-scale 
simulations are reported ~n Chapter 6. 
structures 
In the 
to the earthquake 
following chapter, 
Chapter 7, the test results and their implications are discussed. In 
Chapter 8, the response of the large-scale structure is compared with 
the responses of the small-scale structures. Chapter 9 summarizes the 
investigation. 
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2. OUTLINE OF RESEARCH PROGRAM 
Many analytical models are available to calculate the response of 
structures subjected to earthquake motions. It is necessary to check 
the results of the analytical models with experimental ones, preferably 
using results from full-scale buildings. Full-scale or large-scale 
experiments are very costly, and there are not many facilities equipped 
to handle testing of such large structures. One such facility which is 
specifically designed to handle lateral load testing ·of full-scale 
structures is the Large-Scale Testing Facility at the Building Research 
Institute (BRI) in Tsukuba, Japan. 
There are several laboratories around the United States which are 
equipped with earthquake simulators. Most of these simulators are 
limited to testing small-scale structures. It is much more convenient 
to test small-scale models since there is an abundance of testing 
facilities. Also the amount of manpower required to construct, erect, 
and test small-scale structures is proportionately less, and 
consequently, the cost is much lower. 
All of these factors contribute to the appeal of testing 
small-scale models as opposed to full-scale models. However attractive 
the testing of small-scale models may appear, it is ineffective unless 
the results of small-scale models are shown to simulate selected 
aspects of the behavior of their prototypes. 
4 
There is need to test full-scale structures to determine the 
relationship between full-scale tests and results of small-scale tests, 
component tests, and analytical models. 
For this purpose, a cooperative research project between the United 
States and Japan was initiated in 1977. Studies were conducted on 
full-scale, one-fifth-scale and one-tenth-scale structures. Component 
tests were also run. 
The full-scale structure was tested at the Large-Scale Testing 
Facility at the BRI in Tsukuba, Japan. Due to the large size of the 
structure, it was tested pseudo-dynamically. This method is explained 
in more detail in Ref. 21. 
All of the small-scale models were tested on earthquake simulators. 
At the University of California (Berkeley), a one-fifth scale replica 
of the structure tested in Japan was built. The model was 
three-dimensional; it contained floor slabs and also beams and walls 
which were transverse to the loading direction. The one-tenth-scale 
tests were run at the University of Illinois. These were 
two-dimensional models. They were composed of the primary lateral load 
resisting elements of the full-scale structure. 
Component tests were conducted at several institutions. The 
Portland Cement Association in Skokie, Illinois is where static tests 
on a medium-scale model of the interior lateral load resisting frame 
were run. The frame contained a structural wall in the center bay. 
5 
(See Fig. 3.1). Full-scale models of the joints were tested at the 
University of Texas in Austin. 
models were tested. 
At Stanford University 1/12.5-scale 
It is the one-tenth-scale tests which are presented in this report. 
The large-scale model and some of its test results are described 
briefly in the next chapter. 
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3. OUTLINE OF LARGE-SCALE MODEL TEST 
In 1981, the full-scale experimental structure was constructed and 
tested at the Building Research Institute (BRI) in Tsukuba, Japan. The 
structure was a seven-story reinforced concrete frame-wall building 
(Fig. 3.1). The total height of the model was 21.75 m from the top of 
the foundation slab. The height of the first story was 3.75 m. All of 
the other stories were 3.0 m high. The nominal dimensions for the 
beams and columns were 300 mm x 500 mm and 500 mm x 500 mm, 
respectively. The loading direction is shown in Fig. 3.2. The primary 
lateral load resisting elements of the BRI structure were the two 
exterior frames and the interior frame with the wall. The wall in the 
direction of loading was 200 mm thick. Walls, 150 mm thick, were 
placed in the exterior bays transverse to the loading direction 
(Fig. 3.1). The transverse walls were not attached to the columns. 
Their sole purpose was to inhibit out-of-plane deformation of the model 
during loading. 
Ready mixed concrete was used in the test structure. The concrete 
was placed, from the top of the floor slab to the top of the floor slab 
on the next level. 
There are two tables (Table 3.1(a),(b)) given which list the 
concrete properties of the BRI test structure. Table 3.1(a) [Refe 31] 
contains the compressive test results of standard- and field-cured 
specimens at seven and twenty-eight days after casting. The 
7 
standard-cured specimens were stored in an environmentally controlled 
room at a temperature of 20 degrees Centigrade and a relative humidity 
of 100 percent. 
laboratory. 
Field-cured specimens were stored in the testing 
On 20 March 1981, a second series of tests were conducted on 
field-cured cylinders. These results are listed in Table 3.1(b). As 
seen in the table, the concrete for the top two levels of the structure 
appears to be weaker than concrete for the other levels. This 
difference in strength was not observed in the compression tests 
performed on the standard-cured cylinders. In-situ shear wave velocity 
measurements which were done on 10 March 1981 also did not indicate a 
strength reduction in the upper levels of the structure. An 
unconfirmed explanation [Ref .. 31] for these discrepancies in 
compressive strengths is that the field-cured cylinders of the upper 
two stories were initially stored outside the testing laboratory 
unprotected from the sub-freezing overnight temperature. 
Reinforcement properties are listed in Table 3.2. SD35 deformed 
bars were used for the reinforcement. This is equivalent to Grade 60 
steel. 
Details of the reinforcement are shown in Fig. 3.38 The sections 
were lightly reinforced in order to attain an economical design and 
also limitations of the testing facility required the lateral load 
resisting capacity of the test structure to be reduced. 




construction practices in the United States and Japan. 
The total dead weight of the full-scale model above the foundation 
beams was 1184 tons (1184000 kg). The average weight per story was 
approximately 169 tons (169000 kg). 
Because of the size of the BRI structure, it was not feasible to 
test it on an earthquake simulator. In lieu of this, the 
'Pseudo-Dynamic Method' (PSD Method) was employed. The PSD method 
utilizes hydraulic jacks attached to each floor of the structure in 
order to subject the structure to a series of deformations. (See 
Fig. 3.2 for the test setup.) The determination of the displacements 
is dependent upon the earthquake record used, the force necessary to 
displace the structure ~n the previous time step, and the material 
properties of the structure. The forces imposed at each floor varied 
linearly with height above the base. The testing method is described 
in detail in Ref. 16,21. 
The full-scale structure was subjected to four pseudo-dynamic tests 
designated PSD1 to PSD4. After completion of PSD4, the full-scale 
structure was repaired by epoxy injection, and nonstructural members 
were installed. The specimen was then subjected to more tests. These 
repairs and additional tests will not be discussed in this report. See 
Ref. 21 for more details. The test sequence is listed in Table 3.3. 
The maximum estimated rotation angle (top-story displacement divided by 
height from base to top story) for tests PSD1 to PSD4 was 1:7000, 1:-
400, 3:400, and 1:75, respectively. Portions of the following 
9 
earthquake records were used in the pseudo-dynamic tests: 
PSD1 - Miyagi Ken-Oki, 1978 (N-S) 
PSD2 - Miyagi Ken-Oki, 1978 (N-S) 
PSD3 - Taft, 1952 (E-W) 
PSD4 - Tokachi (E-W) 
Table 3.4 lists fundamental periods measured for the test 
structure. Results of the pseudo-dynamic tests are listed in 
Table 3.5. Fig. 3.4 contains response spectra for the portions of the 
earthquake records used. Displacement, force, base shear, and base 
moment histories of tests PSD2 to PSD4 are shown in Fig. 3.5 to 3.7. 
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4. OUTLINE OF ONE-TENTH-SCALE MODEL TESTS 
Three one-tenth-scale models of the BRI structure were constructed 
and tested at the University of Illinois on an earthquake simulator. 
The models, designated NS1, NS2, and NS3, were composed of individual 
planar systems which represented the primary lateral load resisting 
elements BRI structure. The models contained two exterior frames and 
one interior frame with a wall. There were no floor slabs in the 
models (Fig. 4.1). See Fig. 4.2 for reinforcement details. The 
dimensions of the small-scale models are one-tenth of those of the BRI 
structure. The total height of the models was 2150 mm. The first 
story had a height of 350 mm. All other stories were 300 mm high. The 
nominal dimensions for the beams, columns, and wall in the 
one-tenth-scale models were 30 mm x 50 mm, 50 mm x 50 mm, and 20 mm, 
respectively. 
Material properties of the structure are listed in Tables 4.1, 4.2. 
Bright basic annealed wire was used for the reinforcement in the 
models. After fabrication of the reinforcement cages was completed, 
the reinforcement was rusted in order to develop deformations on the 
surface of the wires for better bonding with the concrete. The 
reinforcement was then cleaned and placed in forms on a horizontal 
casting plate. The frames were cast with small-scale concrete made of 
cement, fine sand, coarse sand and water. 
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The first model, NS1, contained beam, column, and wall 
reinforcement which was equivalent to that in the comparable elements 
of the BRI structure. Structures NS2 and NS3 had additional steel 
incorporated in the beams to account for the contribution of the slab 
steel in the full-scale structure (Fig. 3.1). The third model, NS3, 
had a slightly higher concrete strength in the wall-frame. The 
longitudinal reinforcement in the small-scale structures was selected 
to simulate the reinforcement ratio and resisting moment of the 
full-scale structure. Shear reinforcement was provided by a continuous 
spiral to avoid a shear failure. Also, anchorage details were changed 
to reduce the possibility of problems related to development. 
Story masses (nominally 445 kgf per story including the harness) 
were placed on the models to obtain the desired fundamental frequency. 
The harness for the masse~ provided coupling among the three frames so 
that the corresponding nodes in each frame would have the same 
displacement in any direction with negligible rotational resistance. 
In addition to the increased mass, the time axis of the input 
motions was compressed by a factor of five in order to have the same 
ratio of natural frequency of the structure to the range of frequency 
content of the base motion for the large-scale and small-scale models. 
The test sequence for the one-tenth-sca1e models is listed in 
Table 4.3. Structure NSl was subjected to two base motions. The 1978 
Miyagi Ken-Oki record was used for both runs. Structures NS2 and NS3 
were subjected to the same base motions as NSl plus two additional base 
12 
motions simulating one horizontal component of strong motions recorded 
at Miyagi (1978) and Taft (1952). 
The measured fundamental periods of the three models are listed 1n 
Tables 6.7 to 6.9. Fig. 7.2 contains the response spectra for the base 
motions. The response histories for the one-tenth-scale tests are 
described in detail in Chapter 6. 
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5. CONSTRUCTION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
As explained briefly in the previous chapter, the one-tenth-scale 
models were fabricated with microconcrete and bright basic annealed 
wire reinforcement. 
The concrete is termed microconcrete because it is made using very 
small aggregate. The largest aggregate (approximately 0.25 in. 
diameter) used in the microconcrete passed through a No.4 sieve. The 
microconcrete was mixed in the following proportions 1:1:4 (cement:fine 
sand:coarse sand). The water:cement ratio was 0.85. 
Several different gages of wire were used for the reinforcement in 
the frames. No. 13 gage wire was used for the longitudinal 
reinforcement in the columnse For the beams and wall, No. 15 gage wire 
was used. No. 7 gage wire was used for the top beam reinforcement in 
structures NS2 and NS3 to account for the contribution of the slab 
steel in the full-scale structure. No. 16 gage wire was used 
throughout the frames for shear reinforcement. 
The construction of the test structures began with fabrication of 
the reinforcement for the structures. After the reinforcement cages 
for an entire frame were completed, the cages were sprayed with a ten 
percent solution of hydrochloric acid and placed in a curing room to 
promote the formation of rust. After approximately two days, when the 
surface was sufficiently pitted for good bonding with the concrete, the 
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reinforcement cages were cleaned and placed into forms on a horizontal 
steel casting plate. 
The microconcrete was then mixed, poured, and vibrated into place. 
The forms were removed approximately eight hours after casting. The 
concrete was cured wet for nearly two weeks before it was lifted from 
the casting platform. 
Following the removal of the frame from the platform, it was 
centered and leveled in the base girder forms. The base girder 
concrete was mixed 1n the same proportions as for the frame. 
Construction of the frame was completed after two weeks of curing the 
base girder. 
Each of the three frames which composed a test structure was cast 
separately. When three frames for a test structure were completed, 
they were then placed on the earthquake simulator. The large concrete 
base girders of the frames were leveled and bolted to the simulator 
platform. To make a rigid connection, the bolts were prestressed. 
Hydrocal was applied around the edges of the base girders. If any 
unwanted slippage of the structure occurred during the earthquake 
simulation, it could be observed by cracks forming in the hydrocal. 
After the frames were fixed to the platform, the system of masses 
was mounted onto the structure. The additional masses served to reduce 
the fundamental frequency of the structure. 
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A total of forty-two instruments were attached to the structure to 
record information during each test. (See Fig. A.9 for location of the 
instruments.) Fifteen of the instruments were Linear-Variable-
Differential-Transformers (LVDT's). The LVDT's were used to record 
displacements of the structure at each level relative to the base. In 
structures NS2 and NS3, two additional LVDT's were used. They were 
attached vertically to the base of the wall to record uplift of the 
wall. The remaining twenty-seven instruments were accelerometers. 
Nineteen of the accelerometers were attached to the masses of the 
structure to measure the horizontal absolute accelerations at each 
level of the structure. Two accelerometers were attached at the top of 
the columns adjoining the wall to measure vertical accelerations. 
Also, two were attached to the masses at the top level in order to 
measure any transverse accelerations. Three were attached to the base 
girders to measure the base motions applied to the structure. The 
remaining accelerometer was attached to the instrument column to 
measure its rigidity. 
Before each earthquake simulation, current cracks in the structure 
were marked and recorded. Also, the structure was subjected to free 
vibration tests in order to measure its natural frequency and to 
observe the decay of the frequency as the damage of the structure 
increased. The free vibration tests were conducted by imposing a 
horizontal diplacement on the structure and subsequently releasing it. 
The signals from the instruments on the top level of the structure were 
amplified to observe the response. 
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Base motions for the small-scale structures were in one horizontal 
direction only. This was also the case for the load configuration 
applied to the full-scale structure. The earthquake records were 
chosen to correspond to those applied to the other models. The Miyagi 
Ken-Oki (1978) record was chosen as the primary earthquake since it was 
to be used by the University of California (Berkeley) for their tests. 
The test sequence for the one-tenth scale models is listed ~n 
Table 4.3. (It should be noted that structure NS1 was sUbjected to 
only two runs.) 
The next chapter is devoted to the description of the responses of 
the three one-tenth-scale structures. The chapter is documented in the 
following format: A detailed description is provided for each test run 
of the structure. The responses are described in this order: base 
motion, displacements, accelerations, base shear and moment, 
distributions, crack patterns, and fractured wall reinforcement. 
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6. RESPONSE OF STRUCTURES NS1, NS2, AND NS3 
TO SIMULATED EARTHQUAKE MOTIONS 
This chapter describes in detail the response of the 
one-tenth-sca1e structures to the simulated earthquake motions to which 
they were subjected. A key to the figures and tables presented in this 
chapter may be found in Table 6.1. 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, structures NS2 and NS3 were different 
from NS1 in that they were fabricated with larger amounts of beam 
reinforcement 0 The beam top reinforcement was increased to reflect the 
effect of slab reinforcement in the BRI structure. Also structures NS2 
and NS3 were subjected to four earthquake simulations while NS1 was 
subjected to two as summarized in Table 4.3. The time scale of the 
earthquake records was compressed by a factor of five. In Run 1 and 
the final run, the earthquake records and target maximum base 
acceleration were the same for all three structures. Structures NS2 
and NS3 were also subjected to two intermediate runs. In Run 2, the 
Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record was used for the base motion. In 
Run 3, the Taft 1952 (E-W) record was used. A drift ratio of one 
percent was aimed for in the intermediate runs. 
Acceleration and displacement response spectra for the base motions 
are shown in Fig. 7.2. Response spectra are plotted for damping 
factors of 2, 5, 10 and 20-percent. The period scale ranges from OaO 
to 0.5 seconds which covers the region of interest for the small-scale 
structures. 
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Maximum values of the response are listed in Table 6.2. The 
response values which occur at the time of maximum displacement are 
listed in Tables 6.3 to 6.5. 
6.1 Measured Response During First Earthquake Simulation 
(a) Condition Before Testing 
Shrinkage and handling cracks observed in the structures before 
testing are shown in Fig. 6.1. The maximum crack width did not exceed 
0.1 mm in any of the structures. There was a noticeable difference in 
crack locations on each side of the frames suggesting that the cracks 
were superficial. It should also be stated that Fig. 6.1 exaggerates 
the cracks because there is a limit to how thin a line can be drawn to 
represent the crack. Almost all of the cracks indicated would not have 
been observed without the procedures described in Appendix A. 
There was no systematic difference among the crack patterns of the 
three structures observed before the test even though the south frame 
of structure NS3 had been accidentally picked up by the laboratory 
crane. (One of the hooks engaged the top-beam stub as the crane was 
being raised. The crane was quickly stopped but not before one end 
the base girder had lifted approximately an inch off the floor. A 
detailed examination after the event revealed no visible effect of the 
accident.) 
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In structure NSl, the cracks were concentrated ~n the columns 
especially in the exterior frames. There were no cracks recorded on 
the beams. As in NSl, the majority of cracks in structure NS2 were 
located in the columns. However, there was also a large number of 
minor cracks located in the beams of the exterior frame. Structure NS3 
had very few cracks in comparison with the other two structures. 
In all three structures, there were few cracks in the wall. The 
vertical and horizontal cracks on the walls of structures NS2 and NS3 
occurred on the wall face that rested on the form during casting. It 
is plausible to assume that they are related to reinforcement in the 
wall. 
(b) Base Motion 
The objective in the first run was to take the structures to 
general yielding. A static nonlinear analysis of the structure 
subjected to a story-force distribution proportional to height above 
base led to a target drift ratio of approximately 0.75 percent (ratio 
of top-story displacement to total height) to obtain system yielding. 
To reach 0.75 per~ent drift, an input acceleration in the range of 0.5 
to 0.6 g was chosen based on the displacement response spectrum with 
ten-percent damping for an estimated frequency of 5 to 6 Hz (uncracked 
natural frequency calculated for the structure was 11 Hz). 
The maximum base accelerations measured on the earthquake simulator 
during the first simulation were approximately 0.59 g, 0.59 g, 0.49 g 
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for structures NSl, NS2, and NS3, respectively. The response for 
structures NSI and NS2 may be compared directly (same input 
accelerations). The response of NS3, however, was slightly lower due 
to a weaker input motion. To compare the results, they may be adjusted 
by a factor such as spectrum intensity. 
(c) Displacements 
The response histories for the displacements at each level of the 
structures along with the measured base acceleration are shown in 
Fig. 6.2(a). Qualitatively, the displacement response histories were 
remarkably similar for all three structures. 
The low amplitude of the initial portion of the acceleration record 
caused the structures to oscillate as if they were subjected to a free 
vibration test. The structures responded with frequencies of 
approximately 10.7, 10.7, and 10.5 Hz. As the amplitude of the base 
motion increased, the apparent frequencies of the structure decreased. 
Around the time the maximum top story displacements were reached, the 
frequencies had decayed to approximately 5 Hz. The maximum 
displacement amplitudes of NS2 and NS3 were lower than that of NSI 
(15 mm (2.7 sec) and 14 mm (2.9 sec) compared with 18 mm (2.7 sec)). 
These maximum displacements corresponded to overall drift ratios of 
0.84, 0.70, and 0.65 percent. Near the end of the simulation, the 
frequencies had decreased to as low as 4 Hz. 
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The response histories at each level of the structures were in 
phase suggesting that the first mode dominated the response. 
(d) Accelerations 
As was the case for the displacements, qualitatively, the 
acceleration waveforms were similar for all three structures. 
The maximum top-level accelerations were 1.6 g, 1.7 g, and 1.5 g 
for structures NSl, NS2; and NS3. These values represent amplification 
factors of 2.7, 2.8, and 3.0 from the base acceleration to the 
top-level acceleration. 
In the displacement waveforms, the first mode was seen to dominate. 
In the acceleration waveforms (Fig. 6.2(b)), however, higher modes were 
visible in the response. There appeared to be a node near the 
fifth-level. This ~s consistent with the location of the calculated 
node for the second mode. 
(e) Base Shear and Moment 
The base shear coefficient (base shear / weight) and base moment 
coefficient (base moment / (weight x total height)) response histories 
(Fig. 6.2(c)) for the three structures were similar. This is 
consistent with the observations that the measured accelerations were 
similar. Furthermore, the base shear and moment waveforms were quite 
similar to the displacement waveforms indicating that they were 
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dominated by response in the lowest mode. 
Both shear and moment histories indicate that the test structures 
had not reached their capacities in Run 1. For every increased 
displacement reached, a corresponding increase in shear and moment was 
developed. The maximum values reached during Run 1 are listed in 
Table 6.2. The maximum shear and moment values were 3060 kgf and 
4510 kgf-m (2.8 sec) for NS1, 3200 kgf and 4670 kgf-m (2.8 sec) for 
NS2, and 2800 kgf and 4060 kgf-m (2.7 sec and 2.9 sec) for NS3. 
(f) Distributions 
Distributions of displacement and acceleration response over the 
height of the structure are shown in Fig. 6.2(d),(e). They are shown 
at O.l-second intervals from 1.9 to 3.0 seconds of the recorded test 
times. This period included the times at which maximum displacement 
response was observed for all three structures. 
In general, the displacement distributions were essentially linear 
and consistent with the shape corresponding to a first mode. 
Acceleration distribution at or close to maximum response also had the 
same shape~ However, at very low amplitudes distribution of 
acceleration or force over the height of the structure showed 
participation of higher modes, and accelerations at the lower levels 
tended to reflect the base motion. 
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(g) Crack Patterns 
All crack widths observed after the first run were less than 
0 .. 3 mm. There was only one major flexural crack which was located at 
the base of the wall in all three structures (Fig. 6.3). Cracking in 
the exterior frames was light and was located mainly in the columns. 
The heaviest concentration of cracks developed in the first and second 
stories of the wall. There was no visible fracture of the 
reinforcement (Fig. 6.4). 
6.2 Response of Structures NS2 and NS3 to Second Earthquake 
Simulation 
(a) Base Motion 
The target drift was one percent (maximum top displacement / total 
height) for the second test of structures NS2 and NS3. To attain this 
goal, the maximum base acceleration of the Miyagi Ken-Oki record was 
nearly doubled. The maximum base accelerations measured in Run 2 for 
NS2 and NS3 were 1.00 g and 0.82 g, respectively. 
(b) Displacements 
The maximum top-level displacement structure NS2 reached was 29 mm 
(2.7 sec) this corresponded to a top-level drift of 1.4 percent. The 
maximum input acceleration was decreased for Structure NS3 to approach 
the target drift. In NS3, the maximum displacement reached was 23 mm 
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(3.0 sec) which corresponded to a drift of 1.1 percent. 
The first mode still dominated the response (Fig. 6.5(a)). The 
responses of structures NS2 and NS3 were similar to approximately 2.3 
seconds. After that time, the characteristics of the waveform changed. 
The data indicated that structure NS2 was driven higher than NS3. 
Compared with the response histories of Run 1 the response to the 
second simulation was perceptibly different. In Run 1, the structures 
responded in three "steps" of increasing amplitude. 
different plateaus were not discernible. 
(c) Accelerations 
In Run 2, these 
The acceleration response histories corresponded fairly well with 
their respective displacement waveforms. However, the influence of the 
higher frequency components on acceleration response became even more 
evident (Fig. 6.5(b)). Response in the lowest mode is demonstrated 
best at level five while acceleration response at other levels contains 
components attributable to response in the second mode. 
The maximum accelerations recorded for Structures NS2 and NS3 were 
2 .. 35 g and 2 .. 20 g, respectively .. These values correspond to 
amplifications of 2.35 and 2.68. 
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(d) Base Shear and Moment 
The base shear and moment histories (Fig.6.5(c)) had approximately 
the same shape and frequency changes for both structures NS2 and NS3 
during the first 2.4 seconds of the test. 
The maximum response occurred at different times. Structure NS2 
reached its maximum shear and moment (3510 kgf, 5500 kgf-m) at 
2.2 seconds. Structure NS3 reached its maximum (3460 kgf, 5210 kgf-m) 
earlier in the test at 1.5 seconds. 
There was a noticeable change in the stiffness of the structures 
during this simulation. The maximum shear and moment were developed 
much earlier than the maximum displacement, but comparable peaks also 
occurred later. Structure NS2 appeared to have a larger reduction in 
stiffness than structure NS3. 
As in the first run, the base shear and moment waveforms were quite 
similar to the displacement waveforms suggesting the dominance of the 
first mode. 
(e) Distributions 
The plots of the distributions of displacements and accelerations 
over the height of the structures are shown in Fig. 6.5(d),(e). 
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As in Run 1, the displacement distributions were linear and in 
phase maintaining the observation that the first mode dominated the 
displacement response. 
The higher modes tended to have a greater influence on the 
distribution of the accelerations. Values from the lower levels of the 
structure seemed to reflect the input acceleration. 
(f) Crack Patterns 
Crack patterns after Run 2 are shown in Fig. 6.6. The maximum 
crack width was measured near the base of the wall for both 
structures NS2 and NS3. The width of this crack was measured to be 
less than 0.6 mm after the second run. All other cracks measured were 
less than 0.2 mm. 
Most of the new cracks which formed in NS2 during Run 2 were 
scattered throughout the columns. 
concentrated near the joints. 
There were quite a few cracks 
Structure NS3 also had a large number of cracks in the joints. 
However, the majority of the cracks were concentrated in the interior 
bay beams and columns of the exterior frame especially in the lower 
levels. 
There were not many new cracks observed in the walls of the 
structures. The cracks created in Run 1 had propagated further. Also 
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some spalling occurred. 
A visual examination of the reinforcemnt in the wall after Run 2 
revealed that several reinforcement bars at the base of the wall had 
apparently fractured. These observations are shown in Fig. 6.7 for 
structure NS2. Five longitudinal bars seemed to have fractured in the 
columns adjacent to the wall. (Not recorded for NS3.) 
6.3 Response of Structures NS2 and NS3 to Third Earthquake Simulation 
(a) Base Motion 
Run 3 was the second intermediate run to which structures NS2 and 
NS3 were subjected. For this simulation, the Taft 1952 (E-W) record 
was used. All other simulations were run with the 
Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record. 
Although a different earthquake record was used for this run, the 
target drift was the same as that attained in Run 2 (1.4 % for NS2 and 
1.1 % for NS3). To reach the target drift with the Taft record, the 
maximum base acceleration had to be increased by at least 50 percent in 
relation to that used for Run 2. 
The maximum base accelerations measured during the tests were 1.6 g 
for NS2 and 1.5 g for NS3. As seen in the acceleration response 
spectra (Fig. 7.2(c.l),(c.2), the base motion for NS3 contained higher 
frequency components (15 to 30 Hz) than that for NS2. 
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(b) Displacements 
The displacement waveforms (Fig. 6.8(a)) had the same general shape 
for structures NS2 and NS3 to about 2.8 seconds at which time the 
response of structure NS3 appeared to damp out very quickly. Structure 
NS2, however, continued to oscillate at moderate amplitudes throughout 
the test. 
The maximum displacements attained by structures NS2 and NS3, 29 rom 
(2.3 sec) and 24 mm (2.3 sec), occurred at the same time. Note, 
structure NS2 reached the same maximum displacement in both Run 2 and 
Run 3. 
The waveforms at each level of the structures appeared to be in 
phase which indicates that the structures responded primarily in first 
mode, as in the previous runs. 
(c) Accelerations 
Higher frequency components were visible in the third run 
acceleration records shown in Fig. 6.8(b). This was much more evident 
in the response of NS3 than in the response of NS2. Note, the 
acceleration response spectra of the base motion for structure NS3 
contained a region of high frequency components. As in the previous 
runs, there app~ared to be a node in the acceleration waveforms near 
the fifth-level of the structures. 
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The maximum top-level accelerations recorded during Run 3 were 
2 .. 0 g and 2.3 g for structures NS2 and NS3. These maximum 
accelerations corresponded to amplifications of 1.25 and 1.53 from base 
to top-level accelerations. 
(d) Base Shear and Moment 
The influence of the higher frequency components was also evident 
in the base shear waveform of structure NS3. The waveform of NS2 was 
relatively "clean". The base shear and moment waveforms are shown in 
Fig. 6 .. 8 ( c) • 
The maximum values of base shear and moment during Run 3 occurred 
at different times. The maximum base shear (3160 kgf) and moment 
(4580 kgf-m) for structure NS2 occurred at 2.7 seconds and 2.4 seconds, 
respectively. For NS3, the maximum base shear (3450 kgf) and moment 
(4510 kgf-m) occured at 1.9 seconds and 2.2 seconds. 
Increased displacement in Run 3 was accompanied by an increase ~n 
the shear and moment response for structure NS2. Structure NS3 was 
seen to have a slight reduction in stiffness. Note that the maximum 
shear and moment values obtained in this run were lower than those 
obtained in Run 2. 
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(e) Distributions 
The displacement and acceleration distributions are shown in 
Fig. 6.8(d),(e). 
The displacement distributions were, as in the previous runs, 
linear and in phase. The first mode of the structures still dominated 
the displacement response. 
The acceleration distributions, on the other hand, seemed to be 
influenced by the higher modes considerably. 
(f) Crack Patterns 
Crack patterns were not recorded after Run 3. However, a visual 
examination of the structure revealed that two more reinforcement bars 
had fractured in the wall of structure NS2 (Fig. 6.9). At least seven 
reinforcement bars were lost in the wall at the end of Run 3. This 
information was not recorded for structure NS3. 
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6.4 Response of Structures NS1. NS2. and NS3 to Final Earthquake 
Simulation 
(a) Base Motion 
The Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record was used for the final test on 
the three structures (NS1 - Run 2, NS2 - Run 4, and NS3 - Run 4). See 
Table 4.3 for test sequence. 
A drift exceeding 2.0 percent was aimed for in the final 
simulations. (Nearly three times the maximum drift obtained in Run 1.) 
The maximum amplitude of the Miyagi Ken-Oki (1978) earthquake record of 
Run 1 was tripled to obtain the desired drift. This resulted in base 
accelerations of 1.8 g, 1.5 g, and 1.5 g for structures NS1, NS2, and 
NS3. 
(b) Displacements 
The displacements in the final simulations again indicated that the 
first mode dominated the response. 
The displacement waveforms for the three structures are shown in 
Fig. 6.10(a). All of the structures reached their maximum 
displacements (47 rom, 56 rom, and 50 mm) at approximately the same time 
(1.95 sec, 1.92 sec, and 2.07 sec). 
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A comparison of the displacement response of the final run with 
that of the first run shows a definite change ~n the behavior of the 
structures. In the first run, the responses of the structures 
progressively amplified to a maximum at about 2.7 seconds. In the 
final run, however, the structure reached a peak, oscillated at low to 
moderate amplitudes, and then reached the maximum abruptly at 
approximately two seconds. 
The correlation between the waveforms of the three structures was 
remarkable throughout the tests especially considering that structures 
NS2 and NS3 were fabricated with more beam reinforcement than NSl.· 
Furthermore, structures NS2 and NS3 had been subjected to two 
additional earthquake simulations before the final run. The shape of 
the waveform for NSI seemed to fit between those for NS2 and NS3. 
(c) Accelerations 
Again higher modes were evident in the acceleration response 
(Fig. 6.10(b». The node appeared to remain near the fifth-level. 
The maximum top-level accelerations, 2.6 g, 3.0 g, 3.1 g, represent 
amplifications of approximately 1.5, 2.0, and 2.1 for NSl, NS2, and 
NS3, respectively. These maximums occurred at 1.3 sec, 2.1 sec, and 
2.1 sec, respectively. Structure NS1 had another peak of similar 
magnitude which occurred at 2.1 sec. 
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(d) Base Shear and Moment 
Qualitatively, the base shear and moment waveforms for the three 
structures also look similar (Fig. 6.10(c)). The maximum base shear 
and moment values for structures NS1, NS2, and NS3 were 3940 kgf 
(1.93 sec) and 5630 kgf-m (1.1 sec), 4290 kgf (1.93 sec) and 6110 kgf-m 
(1.93 sec), and 3950 kgf (1.93 sec) and 6260 kgf-m (2.07 sec). 
Structure NS1, reached its maximum peak moment earlier in the test than 
the other structures. Another large peak, however, occurred at 
1.9 sec. These maximums occurred at the time of maximum displacement. 
The base moment for NSI indicated that the 
structure reached its maximum moment capacity at approximately 1.0 
second. After this maximum was reached, the effective stiffness of the 
structure appeared to decrease. With increased displacement at 2.0 
seconds, the moment reached was less than that at 1.0 sec when the 
displacement was less. In Run 1, however, the resistance of the 
structure had increased with increased displacement. The shear and 
displacement maximums occurred at the same time. 
In structure NS2, the maximum shear and moment occurred at the same 
time as the maximum displacement. In the final run of structure NS3, 
the maximum moment occurred at the time of maximum displacement. The 
maximum shear was developed earlier in the test. The shear peak which 
occurred at the time of maximum displacement appeared to have been 
distorted by higher modes. 
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It is interesting to note that the shear and moment strength of 
structures NS2 and NS3 increased even though the structures had been 
heavily damaged in the previous runs (loss of reinforcement in columns 
adjacent to wall). 
(e) Distributions 
Displacement distributions reflected the first mode dominance as in 
the previous test runs. The distributions were linear and in phase 
(Fig. 6.l0(d),(e)). 
The distributions of the accelerations, 
1.. _______ _ 
uuwt::vt::.L, exhibited 
influence of higher modes on the response. Also, the lower levels of 
the structures tended to reflect the base motion. 
(f) Crack Patterns 
Cracks were not marked after the final run, Run 4, of structures 
NS2 and NS3. The residual cracks in the wall in the final run of NSI 
(Fig. 6.11), Run 2, had opened up to approximately 0.5 mm. 
In all three structures, the bars fractured along the major 
flexural crack near the base of the wall. The fractured reinforcement 
which was observed after the final run is shown in Fig. 6.12 for the 
three structures. At least all of the reinforcement in the west column 
adjacent to the wall in NSI was lost. Structure NS2 had at least 
thirteen fractured bars in the columns adjacent to the wall, and in 
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structure NS3 at least eleven bars were lost. Some of the 
reinforcement in the wall also appeared to have been fractured. 
6.5 Vertical LVDT's Attached to Base of Wall 
Two additonal instruments were used to record data in structures 
NS2 and NS3. These instruments were LVDT's which monitored the 
vertical displacements of the wall. The LVDT's were attached at the 
base of the columns adjacent to the wall from the base girder to just 
below the first-level of the structure as indicated in Fig. A.9(a). 
The response histories are shown in Fig. 6.13. 
As much as 10 rom of vertical displacement was recorded. Refer to 
Table 6.6 for the maximum values measured for each run. The residual 
cracks were very small in comparison with the width of the cracks which 
opened up during the earthquake simulations. 
6.6 Results of Free-Vibration Tests 
Before and after each earthquake simulation, the structures were 
subjected to free-vibration tests to determine their fundamental 
frequencies. 
The free-vibration test setup is shown in Fig. A.B. A horizontal 
90 kgf force was applied to the top of the structure by a pulley 
system. The force was suddenly released and the ensuing free vibration 
was recorded. 
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Free-vibration responses, recorded by the top-story accelerometers, 
are shown in Fig. 6.l4(a),(b) for structures NSI and NS3. The 
corresponding Fourier amplitude spectrum are also shown. Results for 
the free-vibration tests of structure NS2 are only available on the 
oscillograph records. 
Table 6.7 lists the fundamental frequencies obtained from the 
free-vibration tests. Effective frequencies measured during the high 
amplitude portion of the response are listed in Table 6.8, and 
frequencies measured near the end of the simulations are listed in 
Table 6.9. 
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7. DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
The experimental observations in the previous chapter were 
described objectively. In this chapter, the observed results and their 
implications are discussed. 
To correlate the responses of the structures, several techniques 
may be used such as response spectra, Fourier amplitude spectra, and 
spectrum intensities. These methods are related to each other. The 
Fourier amplitude spectrum is a measure of the total energy input to 
the frequencies in the system, and the spectrum intensity is a measure 
of the total energy in the earthquake which usually indicates the 
magnitude of the response spectra. 
7.1 Comparison of Base Motions 
An important aspect in testing on the earthquake simulator is the 
ability to reproduce the input motion. This is especially important 
when interested in comparing the response of test structures. Portions 
of the actual base motions recorded on the earthquake simulator are 
shown in Fig. 7.1 for comparison. 
records are shown for greater 
One second to four seconds of the 
detail. A visual comparison of the 
records indicates that the reproduction was satisfactory. 
The response spectra may also be used to judge the quality of the 
reproduction. The displacement and acceleration response spectra 
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obtained from the earthquake simulations are plotted in Fig. 7.2 for 
damping ratios of 2, 5, 10, and 20-percent of critical. The spectra 
were constructed using the base acceleration record which was measured 
on the base girder of the south frame. 
The shapes of the response spectra are the same for the respective 
earthquakes verifying that the 







record as can be seen by comparing the response spectra. Maximum 
displacement and acceleration responses were reached at a frequency of 
5 Hz in the Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record. The maximum displacement 
and acceleration responses were reached at different frequencies in the 
Taft 1952 (E-W) record. The displacement maximum was reached at a 
frequency of 20 Hz, and the acceleration maximum at 3 Hz. The 
amplification (defined as the ratio of the response acceleration to the 
base acceleration) of the Miyagi Ken-Oki earthquake record was 
considerably larger than that of the Taft earthquake record. For 
example, the amplification calculated for the Miyagi Ken-Oki record at 
an effective period of 0.25 sec and a damping factor of ten-percent was 
approximately 2.5 times greater than the amplification calculated for 
the Taft record. This indicates that the response of the structures 
should be very different for the two motions. 
The acceleration response record for structure NS1, Run 1, had 
higher frequency components in the range of 20 to 35 Hz which were not 
evident in the other Miyagi Ken-Oki spectra. In the acceleration 
response spectra for NS3, a similar effect was also observed in Run 3 
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for the Taft motion. Higher frequency components were visible 1n the 
range of 15 to 30 Hz, and the response spectra had higher amplitudes 
than NS2 Run 3 spectra. (Even though NS3 Run 3 had a lower magnitude 
input motion .. ) 
Spectrum intensities of the base motions are listed in Table 4.3. 
They were evaluated by integrating the area under the pseudo-velocity 
response spectrum from 0.02 to 0.5 seconds with a damping factor of 
ten-percent. 
The high magnitude of the response spectra in Run 3, is reflected 
in the spectrum intensity. In Run 3, Structure NS2 had an earthquake 
with a larger maximum base acceleration, but it had a lower spectrum 
intensity than NS3. Structure NS2 had a spectrum intensity of 163 mm 
and NS3 had one of 178 mm. In Run 4, though NS2 and NS3 had the same 
input motion and maximum base acceleration, their spectrum intensities 
were different. Structure NS2 had a spectrum intensity of 300 rom and 
structure NS3 had one of 271 mm. This was also reflected in the 
response spectra for NS3 which were lower than those for NS2. 
7.2 Comparison of Displacement Response 
The maximum top-story displacements of the three test structures 
are plotted in Fig. 7.3 versus spectrum intensities. The results are 
plotted for the Miyagi Ken-Oki earthquake simulations only. Taft 
results were not included because response versus intensities of 
different earthquake motions are not comparable. 
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As seen in the figure, the response of the three structures 
remained linear with respect to spectrum intensity to displacements of 
approximately 40 mm. Beyond this range, displacement approaches the 
single-amplitude displacement limit of the simulator and, with heavily 
damaged structures, dispersion in the relative displacement data is 
plausible. It is evident in the initial portion of the plot that 
structure NS1 had a higher response displacement than NS2 and NS3 for 
earthquakes of similar intensity. Structures NS2 and NS3 had more beam 
reinforcement than NS1. 
The response spectra may be used to provide a reasonable estimate 
of the maximum displacements uS1ng the effective frequency of the 
structure, a damping factor of ten-percent, and the calculated mode 
shape factor of 1.4. Refer to Table 7.1. This table lists the maximum 
single-amplitude displacements as well as values of one-half of the 
maximum double-amplitude displacements obtained from the tests along 
with the results estimated from the response spectra. 
The procedure is to enter the displacement response spectra with 
the effective frequency of the structure and critical damping factor of 
ten-percent. The displacement obtained by this method is the maximum 
displacement response for a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system 
subjected to this earthquake motion with a natural frequency equal to 
the effective frequency and a damping factor of ten-percent. To 
project this displacement to the top-level of a multi-degree-of-freedom 
(MDOF) structure, the SDOF displacement response must be multiplied by 
a mode shape factor. A factor of 1.4 was calculated from the mode 
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shapes listed in Table 7.2. Comparison of the results indicates that 
the response spectrum method provides a good estimate of the maximum 
structural response at a damping factor of ten-percent provided the 
effective frequency is known or estimated. 
Fourier amplitude spectra are shown normalized to a maximum of 1.0 
in Fig. 7.4 for the top-level displacement and acceleration histories 
of the structures. Note that there is good correlation among the 
responses of the structures to comparable earthquake simulations. This 
verifies that the response of the three structures was very similar as 
observed in Chapter 6. 
7.3 Comparison of Acceleration Response 
The maximum top-story accelerations are plotted with respect to 
spectrum intensity in Fig. 7.5. The response increases as the spectrum 
intensity increases. This is reasonable because as the spectrum 
intensity increases the structures are usually subjected to higher base 
accelerations. These large base accelerations are usually accompanied 
by corresponding increases in the accelerations throughout the 
structures. Note that the accelerations for the weaker structure, NSl, 
are shown to increase at a lower rate after yield than those for NS2 
and NS3. This suggests that NS2 and NS3 were stronger structures, as 
expected, due to the increase in beam reinforcement. 
As the structures became damaged, the ratio of the maximum 
top-level acceleration to the base acceleration decreased. This can be 
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seen in the plots of amplification versus spectrum intensity 
(Fig. 7.6). The amplification for structure NSI is shown to decrease 
at a much larger rate than the other structures. 
The same 
acceleration 
observations may be 
and amplification 
made by plotting the top-level 
versus overall drift (top-level 
displacement/total height), (Fig. 7.7 and 7.8). 
Fourier amplitude spectra for the top-level accelerations are shown 
in Fig. 7.4. In general the displacement and acceleration spectra were 
similar especially in Run I. This indicates that the responses for 
both the accelerations and displacements were similar as was observed 
in Chapter 6. In Run 2, the effects of higher modes became visible in 
the response. The acceleration Fourier amplitude spectrum for NS3, 
Run 3, had many more high peaks between 20 and 35 Hz. This was also 
observed in the response spectrum. In the final run, the response of 
NSI appears between the responses of NS2 and NS3. This was also 
observed in the displacement and acceleration waveforms discussed in 
Section 6.4(b). 
7.4 Comparison of Base Shear and Moment Response 
Plots of base shear versus spectrum intensity and overall drift are 
seen in Fig. 7.9 and 7.10. Values plotted with respect to spectrum 
intensity increase linearly as in the top-level acceleration versus 
spectrum intensity plot (Fig. 7.5). Structure NSI did not have as much 
shear capacity as the other two structures which had more beam 
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reinforcement .. In the shear versus drift plot, the effect of the 
reinforcement is not quite as evident. 
Base moment versus displacement plots appear to provide a more 
discriminating measure of structural strength than the base shear 
versus displacement plots, possibly because the shear is more sensitive 
to the distribution of accelerations over the height of the structure. 
Base moment is plotted versus spectrum intensity and overall drift in 
Fig. 7.11 and 7.12. In both plots the increased strength due to the 
additional reinforcement is visible. 
Limit analysis was used to estimate the maximum base shear and 
moment capacity of the test structures. Contributions of various 
components of the test structures to the base moment and shear 
strengths are listed in Table 7.4. Analyses were made for planar and 
three-dimensional models assuming all elements to be rigid-plastic and 
the story forces to vary linearly with height above base. Member 
properties for the limit analyses are shown in Table 7.3, and the 
failure mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.13. 
The measured capacity of the structures was nearly twice that 
calculated from two-dimensional analysis. The increase in base shear 
and moment capacity of the structure was primarily due to a 
three-dimensional effect. The harness, used to attach the additional 
story masses to the structure, acted as a stiff floor system. The 
result was similar to the effect of the floor system observed in the 
BRI structure (explained in the next chapter). Vertical displacements 
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due to rocking of the wall were transmitted to the exterior frame 
columns adjacent to the wall. Consequently, these columns acted as 
additional reinforcement to the wall which increased the shear and 
moment capacity of the structure. 
The results of limit analysis calculations for the 
three-dimensional system are listed in Table 7.4. The exterior frame 
columns adjacent and on the tension side of the wall are assumed to act 
as tension reinforcement to the wall rather than developing flexure at 
the base. 
In the first _~ ___ , _L..! __ ..... L_ ..... '1- __ _ I:) lomuJ..CI. L loU II L Ut: L 11.L~t:t: small-scale structures 
____ 1..._..:1 
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their synthetic yield, the point on the force-displacement curve where 
the slope changed to less than a tenth of the initial slope. For 
example, in relation to Fig. 7.12, the synthetic yield is judged to 
occur at a base moment of approximately 4600 kgf-m. It represents 
structural or system yield. 
The top-story drift reached in Run 1 was 0.84% for NSl, 0.70% for 
NS2, and 0.65% for NS3. Measurements of the elongation of columns 
bounding the wall for NS2 and NS3 indicated a maximum average tensile 
strain exceeding 0.008. Because NSI displaced more ~n run one, it is 
plausible to assume that the wall-boundary columns in that structure 
also had similar strains. It may be concluded from this evidence that 
the walls had yielded in run one for all three specimens. Maximum 
measured first-story drift ranged from 0.83% for NSI to 0.60% for NS3. 
Recognizing that the yield curvature for the columns at base level was 
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approximately 7.3*10**-S/mm, it follows that they would also have 
yielded. In NSI, the beams were lightly reinforced (reinforcement 
ratio = 0.63% top and = 0.42% bottom). At an end rotation of 0.8%, 
most of these beams would be expected to have yielded. In NS2 and NS3, 
beams were heavily reinforced at the top. Yielding of the top 
reinforcement in all beams would require a drift larger than one 
percent .. 
As indicated in Table 7.4, the wall including three-dimensional 
interaction had a calculated contribution of 1620 kgf and the columns 
280 kgf. The difference between the results of NSI and the other two 
structures, NS2 and NS3, is the contribution of the beam reinforcement 
to strength. The beam reinforcement in structure NSI yielded during 
the first run. Consequently, the calculated contribution of the beam 
reinforcement would amount to 780 kgf for structure NSI. On the other 
hand, the beams in the heavily reinforced structures had not yet 
reached yield. Therefore, only a fraction of the calculated 1880 kgf 
may be considered to contribute to the base shear at synthetic yield. 
All of the components in structure NSI are assumed to have yielded 
in the first simulation. The total shear estimated from limit analysis 
calculations considering three-dimensional effects was 2700 kgf. The 
calculated value would be expected to represent a lower bound because 
it does not include strain hardening and strain-rate effects and 
because it ignores the tendency of the beams in the exterior frames to 
impede the uplift of the exterior columns adjacent to the 
upper bound would be to assume the entire structure 
wall. An 
acted as a 
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cantilever beam. This would result in a calculated shear capacity of 
5400 kgf and a moment capacity of 7760 kgf-m. 
As the displacement increased with increased base excitation, the 
observed behavior of the structure indicated that the contribution of 
the wall to overall strength decreased. Reinforcement in the wall was 
observed to have fractured following Run 2 (Fig. 6.7). Thus, as the 
contribution of the heavily reinforced beams in structures NS2 and NS3 
increased with increased rotation, the contribution of the wall 
decreased. Consequently, the difference in maximum base moment between 
structure NS1 and structures NS2 and NS3 would be expected to be less 
than that contributed by the additional beam reinforcement and the wall 
acting in conjunction. 
7.5 Frequency Characteristics 
As described in Chapter 6, Fourier amplitude spectra were used in 
conjunction with the recorded top-level acceleration response to 
determine fundamental frequencies of the structures. 
Tables 6.7 to 6.10 contain the measured frequencies and estimated 
damping factors. Damping was calculated using the log-decrement 
method. Free -vibration frequencies were higher than frequencies 
measured at the end of the tests. This phenomenon may be attributed to 
the fact that a threshold force is required to initiate reinforcement 
slip and to overcome the prestressing effect of the gravity load. 
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The fundamental free-vibration frequencies of the three structures 
were similar throughout the tests. The frequency of structure NS3 did 
not seem to decay quite as rapidly as that of NS2. This can be 
explained by the fact that structure NS2 was subjected to weaker 
earthquakes at least in Runs 1 and 2. This trend was also observed in 
the damping factors. The damping factors for NS3 were slightly lower 
than those for structure NSI. Damping factors for NS2 were not 
calculated beacuse of a recording malfunction during the free-vibration 
tests. Although the free-vibrations for NS2 were not recorded on 
magnetic tape, they were recorded on paper tape by an oscillograph. 
A plot of the free-vibration frequencies versus the maximum 
top-story displacements is shown in Fig. 7.14. Note that the 
frequencies of the three structures lie on a relatively smooth curve 
indicating that the variation in stiffness of the structures was 
negl ig ib Ie. 
The frequencies of the three structures also formed a relatively 
smooth curve in the plots of effective frequency and frequency at the 
end of the test versus the maximum top-story displacement (Fig. 7.15, 
7.16). The effective frequency is defined here as the apparent 
frequency of the maximum amplitude portion of the response. 
The general trend of the frequency versus displacement curves was 
to decay rapidly in the initial portion of the curve. The structure 
was transforming from an uncracked section to a cracked section in this 
range. Near two-percent drift, at which time the structures had 
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apparently reached their maximum shear and moment capacities, the 
frequencies tended to level off. 
Fourier amplitude spectra of the top-level displacement and 
acceleration histories were also plotted. See Fig. 7.4. These figures 
were discussed previously in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. As seen ~n all 
cases, as the testing progressed, the dominant frequencies indicated in 
the Fourier amplitude spectrum shifted towards the lower frequency 
range indicating that the stiffnesses of the structures were 
decreasing. 
7.6 Comments on the Feasibility of Small-Scale Tests 
Each structure required approximately 700 hours of student labor. 
This estimate includes fabrication of the reinforcement cages, casting, 
mounting on the earthquake simulator, and attaching the 
instrumentation. 
Details of the resulting variations in the dimensions, 
reinforcement locations, and material properties are listed in the 
tables of Appendix A. In general, the maximum standard deviation in 
the depth from the centroid of the steel to the extreme compression 
fiber has a maximum coefficient of variation of less than four percent. 
Laboratory technicians were required to operate the crane, to weld 
the anchor plates, and to operate the earthquake simulation system. 
The total time was approximately 60 hours. 
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Reproducibility of the results was excellent as observed in the 
material presented in Chapters 6 and 7. Effect of any unintentional 
differences in construction were not noticeable in the response. Two 
nearly identical specimens (NS2 and NS3) were tested and the output was 
comparable. 
In general, the experimental results were consistent with each 
other. 
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8. COMPARISON OF ONE-TENTH-SCALE STRUCTURES WITH BRI STRUCTURE 
The flexural strengths of axially loaded members do not scale 
directly in perfect geometrically-scaled structures. This phenomenon 
is demonstrated with a simple example. The ultimate moment capacities 
are calculated below for the prototype and one-tenth-scale models shown 
in Fig. 8.1. 
Prototype 
p c + C - T 
c s (1) 
"\-rhere: 
P is the axial load. 
C is the concrete compressive force .. c 
C is the force l.n the compression reinforcement. s 
T is the force in the tension reinforcement. 
p = o. 85 f' (0. 85x b - AI) + A" f - A f 
c s s s s y 
Substituting in the material properties: 
10 k 0.85(4 ksi)(0.85x * 10 in. - 1.325 in.2) (3) 
+ 1.325 in. 2(.003/x) (x - 2 in.)*29000 ksi 
- 1.325 in. 2 * 50 ksi 
Solving for x (the depth to the neutral axis): 
10 28.9x - 4.5 + 115.3 - (230.6/x) - 66.3 (4) 
x = 2 .. 29 in .. 
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Summing moments about the tension steel: 
Mult = Cc (d - (0.85x/2)) + Cs (d - d') - P (d - h/2) 
Substituting in the material properties: 
Mult = 61.7 (8 - (0.85(2.29)/2.)) + 14.6 (8-2) 
- 10 (8 - 10/2) 
= 433 + 87 - 30 
490 k-in .. 
One-Tenth-Scale Model 
p = C + C - T 
c s 
P varies as the cube .. 
C varies as the square .. 
T varies as the square. 
(5) 
(6) 
Substituting the material properties of the one-tenth-scale model into 
Eq.. (2): 
0 .. 01 = 0',,85(4)(0 .. 85x * 1,,0 - 0 .. 01325) 
+ 0.01325 * (.003/x) (x - 0 .. 2) * 29000 
- 0.01325 * 50 
Solving for x: 
0 .. 01 = 2.89x - 0.0451 + 1.153 - (.2306/x) - 0.663 




Summing moments about the tension steel: 
Mult = 0.582 (0.8 - (0.85(0.217)/2» + 0.0905 (0.8 - 0.2) 
- 0.01 (0.08 - 1/2) 
0.412 + 0.054 - 0.003 
0.460 k-in. 
(6a) 
If the geometry of the prototype is scaled perfectly, without the 
influence of axial loads, the flexural strength would scale as the cube 
of the scaling factor. Had there not been an axial load on the members 
in the example above, the moment in the one-tenth-scale member would be 
expected to scale as (1/10)**3 that of the prototype. This would 
correspond to a flexural capacity of 0.490 k-in. for the small-scale 
model. The presence of an axial load on the member tends to decrease 
the flexural capacity in the small-scale member as was observed in the 
example (0.460 k-in. < 0.490 k-in.). If a member is scaled 
geometrically, the resisting forces in the member scale as the square 
of the scale factor (S.F.). For example: 
Therefore: 
T A f 
s y 
A 
model = (l/S.F.) 2 * A prototype 
f 
s s 
model = fy prototype y 
Tmodel = (1/S.F.)2 * T prototype 
The axial load, on the other hand, is proportional to the volume of the 
member. It scales as the cube of the scale factor. It follows that 
for a section with a position on the axial load moment interaction 
curve below the balanced point, the moment in a small-scale member 
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would be less than that scaled from the prototype by the cube of the 
scale factor. 
This was the case in the tests described in this report. Even 
though the mass was nearly three times the scaled mass, the flexural 
strength of the model was still below the value that would be obtained 
by similitude relations. 
See Fig. 8.2 which is a plot of base moment versus drift. The 
response of the one-tenth-scale structures was lower than that of the 
BRI structure due to this phenomenon. 
The distribution of the displacements over the height in the 
small-scale models was linear at peak amplitudes throughout all of the 
simulations. A linear distribution of displacements was assumed for 
the pseudo-dynamic tests. The accelerations, however, were influenced 
by higher modes in the small-scale structures. A node appeared to 
exist near the fifth-level. Accelerations at lower levels tended to 
reflect the base accelerations. 
Plots of the ratio of base moment to base shear of the small-scale 
structure are shown in Fig. 8.3 for moments greater than 1000 kgf-m. 
The quantity of M/V represents an effective height at which the 
resultant shear force would act above the base of the structure. (The 
centroid of the shear force.) As seen in the plots, this quantity 
remained approximately constant (approximately 0.7 H) at the maximums 
during the first simulation which brought the structure to general 
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yielding. As the tests progressed, however, the influence of the 
higher modes increased and the ratio of M/V no longer remained 
constant .. 
A comparison of the results of limit analyses for the large- and 
small-scale structures revealed that the lateral strength was 
attributable to similar sources. Three-dimensional effects were 
created by the uplift of the wall. The major differences between the 
resistance mechanisms of the small- and large-scale structures were the 
sources of the three-dimensional interaction. In the small-scale 
structures the floor diaphragm was stiff enough to transfer the tensile 
forces to the exterior columns adjacent to the wall. In the BRI 
structure, however, the transverse beams yielded before the tensile 
forces were transferred to the columns. 
Table 8.2 lists the limit analysis results for four possible 
failure mechanisms of the BRI structure which are shown in Fig. 8.4. 
Member strengths assumed in the calculations are listed in Table 8.1. 
The lower bound is represented by CASE I. In this case, the strength 
contributed by the slab was ignored. The upper bound, CASE IV, was 
calculated with the assumption that the full-width of the slab was 
effective as a flange to the beam. The results of two intermediate 
cases are also listed. In CASE II, the T-beams were assumed to have an 
effective flange width of eight times the slab thickness as defined in 
ACI 318-77. The remainder of the slab was also considered to act 
within itself. The other intermediate case, CASE III, was based on the 
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assumption of a T-beam with an effective flange width as defined by 
strain distributions measured in the slab. 
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Object and Scope 
A cooperative research program was initiated in 1977 to investigate 
the relationship among the results of full-scale tests, small-scale 
tests, component tests, and analytical models for earthquake effects. 
Experimental studies were conducted on a full-scale, a one-fifth-scale, 
and one-tenth-scale models of a seven-story reinforced 
frame-wall structure. Component tests were also rune 
concrete 
The full-scale model was tested pseudo-dynamically [Ref. 16, 21] at 
the Building Research Institute (BRI) in Tsukuba, Japan. Segments of 
earthquake records which had been filtered to excite the lowest mode 
frequencies of the structure were used to determine lateral forces to 
be applied to the structure. The one-fifth-scale and one-tenth-scale 
models were tested on earthquake simulators. At the University of 
California (Berkeley), a one-fifth-scale replica of the BRI structure 
was tested. It contained floor slabs and also beams and walls 
transverse to the loading direction. Three one-tenth-scale models were 
tested at the University of Illinois. These models were composed of 
individual planar systems representing the primary lateral load 
resisting elements of the prototype. 
Component tests were conducted at the Portland Cement Association 
in Skokie, Illinois and at the University of Texas in Austin. Stanford 
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University tested 1/12.5-scale components. 
The one-tenth-scale dynamic tests carried out in the Newmark Civil 
Engineering Laboratory of the University of Illinois are described in 
this report .. 
The major objectives of the one-tenth-scale study were to: 
(1) To investigate the response of one-tenth-scale models in 
relation to the response of each other (reproducibility) and 
also in relation to the response of the large-scale structure. 
(2) To provide benchmarks for dynamic analyses. 
9.2 Experimental Outline 
The three one-tenth-scale models tested at the University of 
Illinois were "planar" systems comprising two exterior frames and an 
interior frame with a wall in the center bay (Fig. 4 .. 1) .. 
Additional story weights of 445. kgf were attached at each level of 
the test structures to reduce the fundamental frequencies of the 
iii! 
structures. The time-scales of the base acceleration records were 
compressed by a factor of five in order to have the same ratio of 
natural frequency of the structure to the range of frequency content of 
the base motion for the large-scale and small-scale models. 
The harness which supported the additional masses acted as a stiff 
floor diaphragm. It constrained the frames such that corresponding 
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nodes in the structures would have the same displacement in any 
direction with negligible rotational restraint. 
The three one-tenth-scale structures, designated NS1, NS2 and NS3 
had average concrete compressive strengths ranging from 280 kgf/cm2 to 
330 kgf/cm2 (Table A.5). Reinforcement strengths are listed in 
Table A.6. The average yield stress was approximately 40 kgf/mm2• 
The controlled material variable was the amount of reinforcement 
placed in the beam. Test structure NS1 had beam, column, and wall 
reinforcement which was equivalent to that in the comparable elements 
of the BRI structure. Structures NS2 
reinforcement to account for the effects 
structure. 
and NS3 had additional top 
of the slab in the BRI 
Structure NS1 was subjected to two earthquake simulations. The 
Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) acceleration record was used for both 
simulations because it was to be the primary earthquake record used ~n 
the one-fifth-scale tests. Structures NS2 and NS3 were subjected to 
two additional intermediate runs. Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) was used 
again for the base acceleration record in the first intermediate run. 
The Taft 1952 (E-W) component was used for the second intermediate run. 
It is interesting to compare the amplification factor (ratio of 
response value to input acceleration) of the two earthquake records. 
Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record had a considerably higher 
amplification. For example, at a period of 0.25 and a damping factor 
of ten percent, the amplification of Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) record 
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was more than 2.5 times greater than the amplification of the Taft 
record .. 
Figure 7.1 compares the measured base acceleration records for the 
initial and final tests of the three structures. A visual comparison 
of the records and response spectra (Fig. 7.2) reveals that the input 
motion was reproduced consistently. 
Absolute accelerations and relative displacements were recorded 
during the simulations. Shears and moments were calculated from 
measurements. 
The earthquake simulation response data are plotted in Fig. 6.2 to 
6 .. 13. The responses of the structures were consistent. This was also 
evident in Figs. 7.3 to 7.12 where the data were compared with respect 
to spectrum intensity, Fourier amplitude spectra and drift. 
Fig .. 7.12 provides a measure of the force-displacement 
relationships for the test structures. It indicates structural yield 
at a top-story drift of approximately 0.8%. This was the maximum drift 
reached in the first test run.. In the last test run, all three 
structures were excited to top-story drifts of over 2%. Structures NS2 
and NS3 were also subjected to two intermediate runs. 
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9.3 Strength Analysis 
Limi1:: an_a._!ys~s was used to calculate the maximum base shear and 
moment capacity of the structures. Member properties for the limit 
analyses are shown in Table 7.3, and the failure mechanism is shown in 
Fig. 7 .13. 
Analyses were made for planar and three-dimensional models assuming 
all the elements to be rigid-plastic and story forces to vary linearly 
with height above the base. Contributions of various components of the 
test structures to the base shear and moment strengths are listed in 
Table 7.4. 
The measured capacity of the structures was nearly twice that 
calculated from a planar analysis. The increase in shear and moment 
was due primarily to a three-dimensional effect. The harness which was 
used to attach the story masses to the structure acted as a stiff floor 
system similar to the effect of the floor system observed in the BRI 
structure. Vertical displacements due to rocking of the wall were 
transmitted to the exterior frame columns adjacent to the wall. 
Consequently columns acted as additional reinforcement to the wall 
which increased the shear and moment capacity of the structure. 
9.4 Conclusions 
(1) One of the objectives of this study was to test the reliability of 
the experimental method in determining the nonlinear dynamic response 
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of reinforced concrete structures using small-scale models. Dynamic 
response measurements for the three structures were consistent as 
documented in Chapter 6, demonstrating the reproducibility of the 
results. 
(2) Before the first earthquake simulation, the measured 
free-vibration lowest-mode frequencies of the three structures ranged 
calculated for from 92 to 97 percent of the frequencies 
gross plain section (11 Hz). 
(3) After the first test run to approximately the yield displacement, 
measured free-vibration frequencies ranged from 5.2 to 6.2 Hz, 
corresponding approximately to half of the initial frequency. During 
the high amplitude response portion of the first test run, the 
effective frequencies of the three specimens were also in this range. 
The corresponding effective damping factor was estimated to be 
approximately ten percent. 
(4) Measured force distributions over the height of the structures at 
times of maximum base shear corresponded to the first-mode distribution 
in the initial test runs for all three structures. In following test 
runs with top-level drift exceeding 0.8 percent, influence of the 
second-mode became more visible. 
(5) Measured displacement distributions over the height of the 
structures at times of maximum base shear were essentially linear in 
all test runs. 
(6) The lateral resistance of the structures was provided by three 
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planar assemblies: two exterior frames and a center one including a 
wall. The "flexure-beam" response of the wall and the "shear-beam" 
response of the frame tended to create incompatibilities of elevation 
at floor levels. The presence of stiff floor diaphragms caused 
interaction between the wall and the frames. The columns of the 
exterior frames adjacent to the wall acted as tension flanges of the 
wall. Consequently, the test structures developed base shear strengths 
approximately twice the strengths calculated for three two-dimensional 
frames working in series. 
(7) Plots of measured moment versus top-level displacement indicated 
structural yielding at a top drift of approximately 0.8 percent. 
Overall dynamic response of the structures was satisfactory at top 
drifts exceeding two percent. However, fracture of wall reinforcement 
was observed after the second simulation of structure NS2 which 




Table 3.l(a) Concrete Properties of 
BRI Structure ,'. 
Level Age at 
Testing 
Standard-Cured 












































* Compressive strength of 150 * 300 rom cylinders. Average of 18 tests. 
i.* Standard-cured specimens were stored in an environmentally controlled room 
which maintained a temperature of 20° C and a relative humidity of 100 %. 
i,,',* 












Table 3.l(b) Concrete Properties of 
BRr Structure 
* Age at Compressive 
Testing Strength 










































































Table 3.3 Test Sequence of BRr Structure 
Test Description 
VTl Free and forced vibration tests 
FLLl Single load application tests 
SLl Static tests under inverted triangular load 
distribution (max. disp. < 3.5 mm) 
Pseudo-dynamic 
Tests 
PSDl Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 
PSD2 Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 
PSD3 Taft 1952 (E-W) 
PSD4 Tokachi-Oki Hachinohe (E-W) 
FLL2 Single load application tests 
VT2 Free and forced vibration tests 
After tests VT2, the structure was repaired by epoxy injection and non-
structural elements were added. The tests were repeated.* 
* Refer to Reference 1 for more information. 
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Table 3.4 Period Measurements of BRI Structure 



















0.5 - 0.7 
1.1 
0.005 
0.1 - 1.0 
0.3 - 0.9 
E: Earthquake Observation 
M: Microtremor Measurement 
F: Free Vibration Test 










0.8 - 0.87 
0.83 - 0.91 







2.0 - 3.2 















































Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 
(13.22 - 14.35 sec)*** 
Modified 
Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 
(13.22 - 16.94 sec)*** 
Modified 
Taft 1952 (E-W) 
(2.42 - 12.56 sec)*** 
Tokachi-Oki Hachinoke (E-W) 
(0.00 - 4.80 sec)*** 
Overall drift ratio is the top story displacement divided by the height from the base to the top story. 
** Maximum acceleration for the record used to calculate displacement response. 




Table 4.1 Compressive Strength of Concrete 
Test Frame Compressive Strength Determined 
Structure by 100 x 200 mm Cylinders* 
kgf/cm 2 psi 
North 313 4450 
NSI Center 307 4370 
South 361 5130 
overall for NSI 327 4650 
North 256 3640 
NS2 Center 307 4370 
South 291 4140 
overall for NS2 284 4040 
North 259 3680 
NS3 Center 392 5580 
South 227 3230 
overall for NS3 306 4350 
* Each of the values listed represents the mean of ten cylinder tests. See 
Table A.5 for standard deviations. 
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Table 4.2 Steel Properties 
* * Location Wire Gage Diameter Strain Yield Strength 




(NS2 & NS3) No. 7 4.5 0.001 37.1(53) 43.0(61) 
Columns No. 13 2.3 0.001 39.2(56) 42.5(60) 
0.005 40.7(58) 43.4(62) 
Beams 
and 
Wall No. 15 1.8 0.001 42.7(61) 45.7(65) 
0.005 42.9(61) 46.5(66) 
Transverse 
Reinforcement No. 16 1.6 0.001 79(112) 85(120) 
-;'(. 
See Table A.6 for standard deviations. 
Table 4.3 Test Sequence for One-Tenth-Scale Structures 
Overall 
* 
Max. Base Spectrum** Ground Motion 
Drift Ratio Acceleration Intensity 
Target Attained (B = 10%) 
% % g mm 
NS1 - Run 1 0.75 0.82 0.59 118 Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 
NS2 - Run 1 0.75 0.70 0.59 119 " 
NS3" - Run 1 0.75 0.63 0.49 110 " 
NS2 - Run 2 1.00 1.40 1.00 197 " 
NS3 - Run 2 1.00 1.10 0.82 168 " 
NS2 - Run 3 1.00 1.40 ~~rcJ-____ ~6,Q. ) (~~§~ Taft 1952 (E-W) 
NS3 - Run 3 1.00 1.10 '··1.50) 178 " 
NS1 - Run 2 >2.00 2.20 1.80 369 Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) '-l N 
NS2 - Run 4 >2.00 2.60 1.50 300 II 
NS3 - Run 4 >2.00 2.30 1.50 271 " 
* Overall drift ratio is the top story displacement divided by the height from the base to the top story. 
** Spectrum intensity is the integral of the pseudo velocity response spectrum taken over the range of structural 
vibration periods from 0.02 to 0.5 sec. 
Note: Free vibration tests are run before and after each earthquake simulation. 
Table 6.1 Key to Figures and Tables Presenting 
Observed Response 
Figure or First Second Third Final 
Table Simulation Simulation Simulation Simulation 
Response Histories 
Displacements 6.2(a) 6.5 (a) 6.8(a) 6.l0(a) 
Accelerations 6.2(b) 6.5(b) 6.8(b) 6.l0(b) 
Base Shear and Moment 6.2(c) 6.5(c) 6.8(c) 6.l0(c) 
Displacement Distributions 6.2(d) 6.5 (d) 6.8(d) 6.l0(d) --..J 
Acceleration Distributions 6.2(e) 6.5(e) 6.8(e) 6.l0(e) w 
Crack Patterns following 
Test Run 6.3 6.6 6.11 
Fractured Wall Reinforcement 
Observed following Test Run 6.4 6.7 6.9 6.12 
Table of Measured Response at 
Time of Maximum Displacement 
NSl 6.3(a) 6.3(b) 
NS2 6.4(a) 6.4 (b) 6.4(c) 6.4(d) 
NS3 6.5 (a) 6.5(b) 6.5(c) 6.5(d) 
Table 6.2 Response Maxima of One-Tenth-Sca1e Structures 
Base Ground Notion Top-Level Top-Level Base Base 
Acceleration Displacement Acceleration Shear 3 Moment 
g mm g kgf*10 kgf-m 
NS1 - Run 1 0.6 Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 18 1.6' 3.06 4510 
NS2 - Run 1 0.6 " 15 1.7 3.20 /00 4670 
NS3 - Run 1 0.5 " 14 1.5 2.80 9n 4060 
NS2 - Run 2 1.0 " 29 2.4 ! 3.51\ f/O 5500 ;,,,,,--, '."., .... >--'"" 
NS3 - Run 2 0.8 " 23 2.2 3.46 JIG 5210 '-J 
.p... 
NS2 - Run 3 1.6 Taft 1952 (E-W) 29 2.0 3.16 /00 4580 
NS3 - Run 3 1.5 II 24 2.3 3.45. /10 4510 
NS1 - Run 2 1.8 Miyagi Ken-Oki 1978 (N-S) 47 2.6 3.94 5630 
NS2 - Run 4 1.5 " 56 3.0 4.29 6110 











Table 6.3(a) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NSI Run 1 (Time = 2.725 sec.) 
Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base 
Drift Shear 3 
g rnrn % (rnrn) kgf "Ie 10 
-0.06 17.6 
0.63 (1.9) 
-0.04 15.7 -0.03 
0.90 (2.7) 
0.02 13.0 -0.05 
0.77 (2.3) 
0.04 10.7 -0.04 
0.87 (2.6) 
0.07 8.1 -0.02 
1.00 (3.0) 
0.14 5.1 0.01 
0.73 (2.2) 















Table· 6.3(b) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS1 Run 2 (Time = 1.95 sec.) 
Leve1/ Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf ,'c 10 kgf - m 
7 -0.71 -46.9 
1.63 (4.9) 
6 -0.95 -42.0 -0.31 -96 '-J 0\ 
2.60 (7.8) 
5 -1.16 -34.2 -0.74 -325 
1.70 (5.1) 
4 -1.35 -29.1 -1.25 -707 
2.33 (7.0) 
3 -1.56 -22.1 -1.85 -1274 
2.37 (7.1) 
2 -1.69 -15.0 -2.54 -2052 
2.30 (6.9) 
1 -1.42 - 8.1 -3.29 -3058 
2.31 (8.1) 
Base 0.35 -3.92 -4455 
Table 6.4(a) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS2 Run 1 (Time = 2.72 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g rom % (rom) kgf ;, 10 kgf - m 
7 0.54 15.0 
0.53 (1.6) 
6 0.55 13.4 0.24 72 
0.80 (2.4) -..J 
5 0.61 11.0 0.48 220 -..J 
0.40 (1.2) 
4 0.60 9.2 0.75 449 
0.80 (2.4) 
3 0.67 6.8 1.02 759 
0.70 (2.1) 
2 0.66 4.7 1.32 1159 
0.80: (2.4) 
1 0.60 2.3 1.61 1648 
0.66 (2.3) 
Base 0.43 1.88 2312 
Table 6.4(b) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS2 Run 2 (Time = 2.73 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf * 10 kgf - m 
7 0.57 29.4 
1.10 (3.3) 
6 0.55 26.1 0.25 78 ....... 00 
1.27 (3.8) 
5 0.45 22.3 0.50 231 
1.20 (3.6) 
4 0.31 18.7 0.70 445 
1.43 (4.3) 
3 0.27 14.4 0.84 703 
1.23 (3.7) 
2 0.17 10.7 0.96 997 
1.43 (4.3) 
1 0.03 6.4 1.03 1317 
1.83 (6.4) 
Base 0.13 1.04 1703 
Table 6.4(c) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS2 Run 3 (Time = 2.33 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf * 10 kgf - m 
7 -0.15 -29.1 
0.97 (2.9) 
6 -0.26 -26.2 -0.07 -22 
(5.1) '-J 1.70 \..0 
5 -0.34 -21.1 -0.18 -82 
1.03 (3.1) 
4 -0.45 -18.0 -0.34 -187 
1.60 (4.8) 
3 -0.65 -13.2 -0.54 -356 
1.23 (3.7) 
2 -0.69 -9.5 -0.82 -611 
1.50 (4.5) 
1 -0.61 -5.0 -1.13 -962 
1.43 (5.0) 
Base -0.47 -1.40 -1468 
Table 6.4(d) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS2 Run 4 (Time = 1.915 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf * 10 kgf - m 
7 -1.72 -55.5 
-1.37 (4.1) 
6 -1.72 -51.4 -0.76 -231 
ex:> 
-2.90 (8.7) 0 
5 -1.60 -42.7 -1.53 -698 
-1.70 (5.1) 
4 -1.34 -37.6 -2.24 -1376 
-2.80 (8.4) 
3 -1.09 -29.2 -2.83 -2241 
-2.03 (6.1) 
2 -0.94 -23.1 -3.32 -3250 
-2.67 (8.0) 
1 -0.55 -15.1 -3.73 -4391 
-4.31 (15.1) 
Base -0.56 -3.98 -5830 
Table 6.5(a) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS3 Run 1 (Time = 2.915 sec.) 
Level! Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf * 10 kgf - m 
7 1.14 13.5 
0.50 (1.5) 
6 1.27 12.0 0.51 152 
0.67 (2.0) OJ 
5 1.10 10.0 1.07 474 I-' 
0.63 (1.9) 
4 0.89 8.1 1.56 943 
0.70 (2.1) 
3 0.64 6.0 1.95 1532 
0.80 (2.4) 
2 0.37 3.6 2.24 2208 
0.50 (1.5) 
1 0.19 2.1 2.40 2933 
0.60 (2.1) 
Base -0.06 2.49 3809 
Table 6.5(b) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS3 Run 2 (Time = 3.000 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g rom % (mm) kgf -;'c 10 kgf - m 
7 1.54 23.3 
0.90 (2.7) 
6 1.45 20.6 0.68 206 
1.10 (3.3) 
00 5 1.32 17.3 1.33 607 N 
1.03 (3.1) 
4 1.17 14.2 1.91 1186 
1.07 (3.2) 
3 0.96 11.0 2.43 1921 
1.63 (4.9) 
2 0.69 6.1 2.86 2790 
0.63 (1.9) 
1 0.39 4.2 3.16 3744 
1.20 (4.2) 
Base 0.02 3.34 4925 
Table 6.5(c) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS3 Run 3 (Time = 2.325 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (mm) kgf ~~ 10 kgf - m 
7 -1.30 -24.4 
0.70 (2.1) 
6 -1.19 -22.3 -0.58 -174 
1.33 (4.0) 
5 -1.11 -18.3 -1.11 -510 
1.07 (3.2) 
4 -1.03 -15.1 -1.60 -994 00 
1.27 (3.8) LV 
3 -0.92 -11.3 -2.06 -1618 
1.63 (4.9) 
2 -0.65 -6.4 -2.46 -2368 
0.70 (2.1) 
1 -0.28 -4.3 -2.75 -3200 
1.23 (4.3) 
Base 0.33 -2.88 -4222 
Table 6.5(d) Response at Time of Maximum Displacement, 
Structure NS3 Run 4 (Time = 2.065 sec.) 
Levell Acceleration Displacement Interstory Base Base 
Story Drift Shear 3 Moment 
g mm % (rum) kgf * 10 kgf - m 
7 2.49 49.5 
1.93 (5.8) 
6 2.17 43.7 1.11 334 
2.07 (6.2) 
5 1.75 37.5 2.07 960 00 +:--
2.17 (6.5) 
4 1.14 31.0 2.85 1823 
2.23 (6.7) 
3 0.48 24.3 3.35 2842 
2.07 (6.2) 
2 -0.35 18.1 3.57 3925 
2.57 (7.7) 
1 -0.78 10.4 3.41 4969 
2.97 (10.4) 
Base -1.01 3.07 6074 
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Table 6.6 Vertical Displacement Haxima of 
Wall Measured in Lowest Story* 
West East 
mm mm 
NS2 Run 1 1.8 2.2 
Run 2 4.8 5.0 
Run 3 5.0 4.5 
Run 4 10.2 7.0 
NS3 Run 1 1.8 1.9 
Run 2 3.8 4.0 
Run 3 3.5 3.9 
Run 4 9.0 8.2 
i:: 
See Figure A.7(b) for location of measurements. 
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'Ie 
Table 6.7 Free-Vibration Frequencies 
NSI NS2 NS3 
Before Run 1 10.1 10.7 10.2 
After Run 1 5.2 5.7 6.2 
*;', 
After Run 2 3.7 4.4 5.3 
After Run 3 4.2 4.7 
After Run 4 3.7 
* All frequencies are listed in Hz. 
i,* See Table 4.3 for Test Sequence. 
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* Table 6.8 Effective Frequencies 
NSI NS2 NS3 
Run 1 4.8 5.5 5.6 
** Run 2 3.9 4.3 4.7 
Run 3 3.3 3.6 
Run 4 3.3 3.3 
*All frequencies are listed in Hz. Measured during maximum amplitude 
portion of the response. 
i.* See Table 4.3 for Test Sequence. 
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* Table 6.9 Frequencies at End of Test 
NSI NS2 NS3 
Run I 3.9 4.3 4.3 
** Run 2 2.6 3 3.6 
Run 3 2.9 3.3 
Run 4 2.5 2.6 
* All frequencies are listed in Hz. Measured near end of earthquake 
simulations. 
** See Table 4.3 for Test Sequence. 
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* Table 6.10 Damping Factors, % of Critical 
NSI 
Before Run 1 2.0 
After Run 1 5.8 
After Run 2 10.7 
After Run 3 








Calculated from free-vibration tests using log-decrement method. 
Table 7.1 Comparison of Measured Maximum 
Top-Level Displacement with those 
Estimated from Response Spectra 
Effective Estimated Maximum Maximum 
Frequency Displacement Measured Double - Amplitude 
Displacement Displacement/2 
Hz mm mm mm 
NSI - Run 1 4.8 18 18 16 
NS2 - Run 1 5.5 14 15 14 
NS3 - Run 1 5.6 13 14 12 
NS2 - Run 2 4.3 30 29 28 
NS3 - Run 2 4.7 23 23 23 
NS2 - Run 3 3.3 28 29 27 
NS3 - Run 3 3.6 25 24 24 
\D 
NSI - Run 2 3.9 60 47 44 0 
NS2 - Run 4 3.3 55 56 47 
NS3 - Run 4 3.3 50 50 46 
* Effective damping factor assumed to be 10% of critical 












Mode Shape Factors Calculated 










Table 7.3 Member Strengths of One-Tenth-Scale Structures 
Assumed for Limit Analyses* 
Levell 
*ic 
Beams Columns Wall 
Story Top in Bottom in Exterior Interior 
Tension Tension Frame Frame 
7 11.7 8.0 25.8 26.3 1050 
(38.8) (8.7) 
6 " " 26.5 27.5 1090 
5 " II 27.3 28.9 1130 
4 " " 28.0 30.6 1160 \.0 N 
3 " " 28.9 31.6 1200 
2 " " 29.4 32.8 1240 
1 " Ii 30.6 34.0 1250 
*"~* 2500 
* All flexural strengths in units of kgf - m. 
** Values for structures NS2 and NS3 are listed in parentheses below values for structure 
NSI. 
*** Value at base of wall including 3-dimensional effects. 
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Table 7.4 Results of the Limit Analyses 
of the One-Tenth-Sca1e Structures 
Contribution of 
Wall Columns Girders Totals 
CASE I 
NS1 % 42.4 16.8 40.8 100.0 
Base Shear 
kgf * 103 0.82 0.32 0.78 1.92 
Base Moment 
kgf - m 1250 490 1210 2960 
NS2 & NS3 % 27.1 10.6 62.3 100.0 
Base Shear 
kgf ';" 103 0.82 0.32 1.87 3.01 
Base Moment 
kgf - m 1250 490 2890 4630 
CASE II 
NS1 % 60.3 10.5 29.2 100.0 
Base Shear 
kgf ,~ 103 1.62 0.28 0.79 2.69 
Base Moment 
kgf - m 2500 430 1210 4140 
NS2 & NS3 % 42.9 7.4 G 100.0 Base Shear 
kgf 'ic 10 3 1.62 0.28 1.88 3.78 
Base Moment 
kgf - m 2500 430 2890 5820 
CASE I - Refers to planar analysis. 



















Table 8.1 Member Strengths of BRI Structure 
Assumed for Limit Analyses* 
Columns 
Ext. Frame Int. Frame 







































2.3 m effective 
.,', oJ, 
30 + (3.3) = 33.3 
12.8 
2.3 m effective 
30 + (3.3) = 33.3 
12.8 
2.3 m effective 
30.6 + (1.7) = 32.3 
12.1 
* 3 All flexural strengths in units of kgf * 10 - m. 
** Value in parentheses is contribution of slab. 
CASE I - Beams only (No slab contribution). 
CASE III 
5.1 m effective 
54.0 
17.6 
3.9 m effective 
45.8 
15.2 




6.0 m effective 
57.3 
19.1 
5.0 m effective 
54.6 
16.0 
5.5 m effective 
51.5 
15.6 
CASE II - T-beams with effective flange width of 8 * slab thickness on each side of web as defined in 
ACI 318-77. 
CASE III - T-beam with effective flange width as defined by strain distributions measured in the slab. 








3 kgf '1, 10 
Base Moment 




3 kgf * 10 
Base Moment 




kgf * 103 
Base Moment 




kgf i', 103 
Base Moment 





































































CASE II - T-beams with effective flange width of 8 * slab thickness on each side 
of web as defined in ACI 318~77~ 
CASE III - T-beam with effective flange width as defined by strain distributions 
measured in the slab. 
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Foundation Block (All Dimensions Are In m) 
Section A-A 
Fig. 3.1 Overall Dimensions for the ERr Test Structure 
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Fig. 3.2 Loading System for the BRr Test 
Structure [Ref. 21] 
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Section A-A Section 8-8 Section C-C 
t= IOi : {to :ct :2o:o\mm 
t 8-022 
Section D-D 
Note: Reinforcing Bar Sizes 
Are Denoted By Their 
Diameters In mm 
Fig. 3.3 Reinforcement Details for the Center-Frame 
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TEST PSD2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
'\ ________ -----.1 v - .-----.. -
TEST PSD2 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
\ _____ --.-1 V _H ________ ._._._ 
TEST PSD2 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 




TEST PSD2 / FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. t-1M 
TIME. SEC. 
6.0 8.0 
3.5(a) Displacement Response 
Fig. 3.5 Response to PSD2 


















TEST PSD2 I THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
TEST PSD2 I SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
TEST PSD2 I FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
TEST PSD2 I ACCELS. USED TO CALCULATE IMPOSED DISPS .• G 
TIME. SEC. 
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25121.121 TEST PSD2 / BASE SHEAR. KGF x 1121**3 
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TEST PSD3 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
TEST PSD3 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
TIME. SEC. 
S.12J S.12J 
3.6(a) Displacement Response 
Fig. 3.6 Response to PSD3 
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"- / "\ /'........ ......-::::-=-. 121. IZlI =we ....... ............. ....... ,e::...... 7/ ........ 'C 7/ ...... --=- '- ] <::::> 
-12121.1Zl 
12I.351Zl TEST PSD3 / ACCELS. USED TO CALCULATE IMPOSED DISPS .• G 
TIME. SEC. 
l2I.liJ 2.l2I 4.l2I 6.l2I 8.l2I 10. (3 12.l2I 






12121.121 TEST PSD3 / SEVENTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGF x 1121**3 
lUI/\ ( \ I \ (\ I \ I \ I \ oC>. .c:,. 1\ 1\ 6 . 
'J " • I ". Ii' r ,.... vv V "'-7 
-12121.121 
12121.121 TEST PSD3 / SIXTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGF x 1121**3 
1/\ I) I \ (\ I \ I \ I \ C>. oC>. I\~~ iI. fil. cr , I ( '" (r I • , 7 4O.... V V V '-../ 
-12121.121 
12121.121 TEST PSD3 / FIFTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGF x 1121**3 
-~ /\ /\. /"-. 
"J V "J--~~----. 
-12121.121 
12121.121 TEST PSD3 / FOURTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGF x 1121**3 
l(). 1211 .<J .. J " { \ 7 J "l '< { \, 7/ \, :r= <"> ............. ......... / '\ /"\. '" 7/ '> ..... 7' 
-12121.121 
121.121 2.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
6.121 8.121 1121.121 12.121 






6121.121 TEST PSD3 / THIRD-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
I!I I!I~/\ I \ I {' \ I \ -=.c. 1\ 1\ /"., 
. ~ r' ,..., ,. ~ vv V 'J 
-6121.121 
6121.121 TEST PSD3 / SECOND-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
\ .............-.. /\ /"\.. ~__ _ . ____ .----1 
"(7""' "'J V "'-./- ~
-6121.121 
6121.121 TEST PSD3 / FIRST-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
121.1211 -<,,,,,,.,c:-....,< Pc ,,<JL \, / \. / '< ,/ ~, -=-- /""\.. ./">" .c=-=-. 
............... oc::::::::::::; '\7 ~ .............. 
-6121.121 
121.35_ TEST PSD3 / ACCELS. USED TO CALCULATE IMPOSED DISPS •• G 
I!I. I!I~. {\" ( - I \ (- \ (I I \ I \ ." 1\ f\ f\ f\J\ 6A A 
n ".. .., '''" '" '''',r VlJ VV"\j V ~
-121.35 
TIME. SEC. 
121.121 2.121 4.121 6.121 8.121 1121. 121 12.121 14.121 
_1 









--------.------~~ ----.---- I~~ -- -.--
TEST PSD3 I BASE SHEAR. KGF x 10**3 
TEST PSD3 I BASE MOMENT. KGF-M x 1~**3 
TIME. SEC. 
2. ~ 4. ~ 6.0 8. ~ 1~. 0 
Fig. 3.6(c) Base Shear and Moment Response 





360.0 TEST PSD4 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 ./ \ / \ I \ I \ / '\: 7 
-360.0 
360.0 TEST PSD4 I SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 .(' '\ (\ (\ ( \ { "' \ J \ I \ J \ J '" 7 
-360.0 
360.0 TEST PSD4 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 ./ '\;:: 7 1 \ I \ / \ 7/ "'.......:7 
-360.0 
360.0 TEST PSD4 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 .(' ',7' \ / \ I '< / '\ 0:;;:: 7' 
-360.0 
0.0 2.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
6.0 8.0 
3.7(a) Displacement Response 
Fig. 3.7 Response to PSD4 




r~---~---~-- ~- ~ 
18121.121 TEST PSD4 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
B.el L" I' I, f\ A 
'Y' Y\JV 'C7 
-18121.121 
18121.121 TEST PSD4 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121.1211 .............. / \ /"\ f\ ~ 
<7 , r~V V ~ 
-18121.121 
18121.121 TEST PSD4 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 121 I ---=> L "'\ c::> A ............... 
.......... '( 7 "CJ c:;;> 
-18121.121 




121.121 2.121 4.121 6.121 8.121 1121. 121 12.121 


















!2l. !2l 2. !2l 4.!2l 
,---------,------- --1-
TEST PSD4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf" )( 1!2l-l ... 1-3 
TEST PSD4 / SIXTH-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf" )( 1!2l**3 
TEST PSD4 / FIFTH-ILEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf" )( 1!2l**3 
TEST PSD4 / FOURTH--LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf )( 1!2l**3 
TIME. SEC. 
6. !2l 8.!2l 1!2l. !2l 12. !2l 






7121.121 TEST PSD4 / THIRD-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
121. 121\ ====;/ \ J \ / \ I \ J/ ", 7 
-7121.121 
7121.121 TEST PSD4 / SECOND-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
21., IZJ I <' '\;' " ,,l '\ ;' '",/ "" :;» , 
-7121.121 
7121.121 TEST PSD4 / FIRST-LEVEL APPLIED FORCE. KGf x 1121**3 
0. 121 1 <::"'>c:;;/ '{ ;"" '< 7,( ',::0> ,........--- "" c:::=:;:::> 
-7121.121 
121.35 TEST PSD4 / ACCELS. USED TO CALCULATE IMPOSED DISPS •• G 
121. 1211 I Iv I \: I I J \ 1 . \ f \ 
-121.35 
TIME. SEC. 
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 1121.0 12.121 14.121 






j:.b 0 J-I.~ 
b co <1 (j) 
AJ CD c+ 
..!2; f-j l:'J 
• 1--; (t] 
I-c' U, i-f. !;:Ij 
;-.l t::rJ ~:.-)J ::+ CD 
/-J 0 ',: ~ H;, 
j-J. 8 Gl CD 
'::; ,Le, I-J 0 I-;t 
oPCif--b m 
1-". ,1) ti:J ::; 
CQcr.t-'~25 
c;:- f-J 
i-;; 1-'. ;:u 
ill IJ 0 
ID 0 C 
d- ,....~ 
~ 
450.0 TEST PSD4 / BASE SHEAR. KGF x 10**3 
0.0, I \ 
-450.0 
71l2l0. TEST PSD4 / BASE MOMENT. KGF-M x 1l2l**3 
al2ll, I \ 
-710l2l. 
TIME. SEC. 
l2l.0 2.0 4.121 6.121 8.121 1l2l.0 
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(All Dimensions Are In mm) 
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Unless Noted) 
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Not Sho w n I 
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-, t J I t A A 




lY l-' ~ 
./ I V 
1- No. 15 9 Wire 
y-" 





J* IOL.r2-NOo,S9 Wire 
* NSI - 3-No.15g Wire 
Section A-A Section 8- 8 NS2 - 2- No. 7g Wire 
NS3- 2- No. 7g Wire 
No. 15g Wire at 33.4 
'---l-ooI>--- 8 - No.13 9 Wire (All Dimensions Are In mm) 
Section C-C 
4.2(a) Center-Frame 
Fig. 4.2 Reinforcement Details for the One-Tenth-Scale 
Structures 
o to 








;:;'-. . .''; _J;~<~ ~ll 2 
@_Ui:~··~··~?:?~·:\Jt~·~··;::!{F07J?7@\~K/;& '::-:;:(.::~.' .. >:~~.~;:: .. : :;..-\ :: ~':/.;: 




Spaced at 33.4 




(All Dimensions Are In mm) 
Typical Column 
Stub Deta i I 
No.16g Wire Spirals 
35.0 0.0. -Pitch 10 ----, 
Typical Beam 
Stub Oetai I 
r--'T---- ----""1T-"""l 
I II II I 
II II I 































12.7 0.0. x 0.56 
T hick Tubing 
(All 0 imens ions Are In mm) 
Column Spiral and Transverse 
Wa II Re info Extended 
50 mm Into Base 
2- No.4 Bars 
123 
1067 
225 ~ 120 305 125 I~ 130 62 
(Top ~a Bo;om7 7 - i n i 
~:~~~-~-r~~i~~~r-~,,-crll--~I~~:-J-ml: ]: .~ T - -~e- _______ L_J ~ 
/ 'I .~, ,~' I I ! i 
i No. 8g Wire ! A...J I 440.'0. x3.2 ' 
Stirrups at 50 Thick Tubing 
1.6 x 50 x 50 Anchor 
Plate Welded To 
Column Reinforcement 
2011 
Precast Wall and 
Columns Extended 
50 mm Into Base ------1...-1 
No.15gWi~ 
at 33.4 
Sect ion A-A 
Top of Base G i rde r 
Fig. 4.2(d) Frame Base Anchorage Details 
-n n ~ cll ---1 -1 ~~ -!lj '~ \ -~~ - , 
I. _, / 
; ~ -'~ _ r- .~? r:, ~ - :l r~ ~ _ 
I":.. t:; _ " I::. . _ '\ 
F ... r-" _ 1.'1 ~ t- _ -",'1 
-:... ~ - '3 r- r-~ v \ 
: ~ -,' t- - -", r- _ .-; ~ ... - -~ I ..... _r-
..... ~ , -~ - , --
: ~ ~ "f v-~ 
'"' - , -). - .1 q~ ;- - ~ ;::, ::-\~ - , ~ r- __ .... _ tt-""~ ~.... r- _ v ~'-! "' "\.- I'<" _. ~ 
.>:_1.,---,-----''':: =.( _ 
~ - 1-. : __ f ~ \ 
::-.- -1-- ~ 
-< L------1r- ~ r .I ~ 1::1 
.- - ,': >-~- ~ - '::" ~ - ~~ 1-
- P: ::; r_ 
r t"\ lib::£--E:~ -i 
6.1(a) NS1 
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rCl( ~ Ii I I I ' d, "" " "\ .. 
I I I 
T ,.. :i t '1 Iif, 
-I \ 
~ ~l l .... ' ) l .. t. (, I r 1 I I i I I I I I 
rQ n \)1.1 
" T 'l 
, I \ 
.. , ; I r I ", II 
I It( (J \\ ) ~ I " I 
... 
'" 
I , ') \ • I ! , .. 
LQ ./ J, ; \ /'- h, I , 
T- ----,--.-----,-- ----r-------- - I---------r---------, 
2121.121 TEST NSl I RUN 1 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 1211 p - 0'" I \ 1\ I \ (\ I ' I \ , \ I ' I , I \ I" \ I \ ....... \ Ii Y ,Til 1: IV 1 \ ,:r, f L r ::> "" " I \ ."......,c:"\ I \ C""\ 1\ I' I \ I \ I '-= ,.....". ,e." I), 0.... 
, L- (;~ " v \ j U ~ if '" i (, _ 0 1 
-2121.121 
2121.121 TEST NSl / RUN 1 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 121 1 .00', /\ /\J\ ,) \ I \ I'. I \ I " I ~ " \ J \ I \ ! " l \7"C\/,"..1 \ / \""..,,,,e\/ lvCvI' 1\/\ / \ ,I .... M C> ...... A../' 1 
-2121.121 
2r21.fii TEST NSl I RUN 1 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. IZII '\ r. Pr-AA-tJ \ II. ! \ I \ I , I \ I " I \ I ~ ! \ ! \: /'"\r~1 \ ! \ .. ~~" I' 1\ I \ ,'-- 0-.6.. D ,." "I v <7' I 
-2r21.r2I 
212l.12l TEST NSI / RUN 1 / FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
rllD0 1 '\AI\;'\J\,'~:\}~I\I\I~1 \:::;'\'\t\~\I' ~o .r'./~-;I'CJ{'== t"'> '" en ; 
-211.!2l 
r21.r2I lora 2. ra 3.1k!l 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5. ra 6.r2I 7. ra 
6.2(a.l) Displacement Response of NSI 
Fig. 6.2 Response to Initial Simulation 





1 1Zl. IZl TEST NSI / RUN 1 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 121, .... '\ r'\ f J, ,L\ ! \ .oJ I I \ I I I I I \ I I I "1 I \ I I, ! \ /\ l'=v' '. ! \,.= --=", " '.;' \ j' l \ / \ / \ I >-.... ' '= D. , \ .. "c...... "I 
-11Zl.1Zl 
1 1Zl. IZl TEST NSI / RUN 1 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 1Zl, 1'\ ,c'\/\/\J \. t \ f \ I \ f II I I, I \ I \;of \ I \! \ / ", f \J V V " 
-11Zl.1Zl 
1 1Zl. IZl TEST NSI / RUN 1 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMEN~ MM 
1Zl. 121\ <"> 0 "" {' {\ (\ I \ I \ f"\ / \ I \ I \ f' ~ v v V \ I \ I ~ I 'I \ i \ r c...r ~ i 1 r <y 0,/' oe\.,...........,. <' .a C\ t'J~ -<"'">e«""""n=- .c,. 4 
-11Zl.121 
1. 121121 TEST NSI / RUN 1 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121, "0'" 'f J' \-H-tJ!-\lr-Ar '\.. I I fV II \1IfLI~.-AlHJ.'1A-.:J-++hI+~A .. IV\v~ .. M PJ\ .... /"¥.."",.<t'MoW'f44...~~""vFM.A. ........ , .. ,P ..... . ...,J.,. .... _ ..... ""'_ ..... ","' ---------1 
-1. 121121 
TIME. SEC. 
0. r2I 1. 0 2. IZl 3. 121 4. IZl S. QI 6, QI 7. 0 8. QI 9. 121 1121. 121 





213.13 TEST NS2 I RUN 1 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
13. 131 '\ P. ! '. I'.! \ ,,' I I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ !\} \ I \ I '. I \ /\ I '. /'''\ / " ! '.Po'''" / 'J~ CD '" I '. / '. J \ P Dd' "" .c".. ............. '" i 
-213.13 
213.121 TEST NS2 I RUN 1 I SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
13. 121 1 1\ r\ I \ 1\ I \ .l, I I I I I I I I I I , \ 1\ I I I I , y" , I \1 1 I i (j V I ' J \ OJ \ J7\ r \ ,\ a '" " ,"=""' n. 0.. I , , \ I ) ~./""'\. I, e,. 1'""::'\ , 'I V \,1 1: r V v 'CJ <r 0 X7 ~ ~ I"""'t<'":> Orr 
-2121.121 
20.121 TEST NS2 I RUN 1 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0 I A r\ " A Il II I' , \I \ 1\ ~ \ 1411 1\1 'I i \ i ' \ , \ I \ ! \ 4"" l) --. ,,\ I' i"'... "- " "-- L" F~ '\ "'IU(~ ~ ~~V _ ~. rOQ -I 
-20.21 
20.21 TEST NS2 I RUN 1 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0a 01 '\ 1r\ /\ Po' \ r''. I " J 'i " 'i I " I " .. \j" I " I \ ! \ { bOu' 't,'-" "\ J \ ... 0. o...~,£.Cwc-~ ...... _~n~v,l-C\~~I-''''::'lcu;:/'''''o..''''''~v~D~ ........... O"'-........... ------""'i 
-20.0 
0. 0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 6.2(a.2) Displacement Response of NS2 




,--- -l-------T ------,------.---- -T 
1121. 121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 1211 '\ A '" A!'. r' \ 1\1\ I \ I I I I ! \PJ 'i I \ I \ I "AI '. /",oJ \ I \F'ov~/ \;/'=='v./'H' I \/'J 'ct" DJ \ M r""- ",.,.,." -1 
-1121.121 
1121. 121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
J2J. I2J I At Pi P,PJ\,." I \ I \ I \ I \ , \ I \/" \ , \ { \ ( \v"v' \F' "\/ 'vI" "'V'vf'wro, '\/'J 'c:F' """v' )' Nt ,....,., ,.,10 ~ 
-1121.121 
10.121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
rlJ. (211 v.v"""-"""" '*'tA/\{\} \,' \ f' ...... "" '\ {\/'oo.o "....., """"00, ,n.""""",,,, <> ....... <>:c;a:,.....,. .... 
-1121.121 
1. 0121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
121. 0~H7II+++.+h~A-P..,.JDdV'A",;;/""'\A/~ ",.~ ~ ~--"""""---------"'i 
-1.0121 
0.121 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIt-1E. SEC. 
5.0 6.121 
Fig. 6.2(a.2) (continued) 




,-- - ~-T- -) 
20.0 TEST NS3 I RUN 1 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
3.0\ 'I A~ A A A A ~ AAA ~ A f\AAf\ =J\/\ C>. /\ AD ,,= A/'-~ f\~-== 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 I RUN 1 I SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0.0\ "AAAA,A f\ A A A A f\AA A f\ f\AI\f\=J\1\ C>. /\6C> ,,= A/'-~ f\------== 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 I RUN 1 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEt-iENT. MM 
0.0, -"t p,A,c.J\; q ! \! \ ! \ l \ l \ ! \/ \/ \ 1\.' \ l \f\i \i' C=Vl\ D Q>... .r, 6/'). A=-"" DJ ..... ...-,./'" o,c:"""...,C'~ 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 I RUN 1 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0 !'vAAl f\ A /\ /\ A ,A /\tf\uA A /\ ,f\AAl' r=-j\ /\ C> C\ ~""",£>...::......., ... C>~.J,..o..:>...o"""""""'::::"'''"''''C>.-='''''''''''''''':::-' _____ -l 
-20.0 
0.0 1.0 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7.121 
Fig. 6.2(a.3) Displacement Response of NS3 





10.2.1 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
2.1. 0, '" A p",\!\ j J \ I \ " I \ I , , \ I \I U , I \ I \ I 'of 'd '.: " rv '0 {'"' " CV' D,co,/ \ { 'v( " <="r, .. ( \ ~ 
-10.0 
10.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0" "'I (j«?\/'v-v'o '\ 1\ {~ ! 'I I' 'i } \ I 'J \,' '. I \ f \ l VV \/" ~v{), .0 "== ,C),,,....,.,,,..., 'o',..",c), .0 I':'t tC'-b 0 ,..... 
-10.0 
10.2.1 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 01 v· 0. .... " {', f" I'll \ { \ I '",OJ \-l-.J...~~ .......,.. "'.0. nC> 
-12.1.0 
1. 1010 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
0. 2.11 " A~!I++\:-t~I-\IIP-'\fV~~~;;f-Y""' ........ .-...;;:I""--.,..,...tIV'>tI'V~...,...y.:f""'""'",.,..,~,._.."V--....... -------=____i 
-1.00 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3. ra 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5. ra 6. ra 
Fig. 6.2(a.3) (continued) 




2.121121 TEST NSl / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 ttl\/'o'\Jq! 11 \ fH \ hi \ I , , \ I \ I ~ I \ f", JlI', I \ r'-l fA V ".,V, 1\ I 'y-. ...... d'v ..... V"..... .£Iv"" \ l' • ........... __ ..0 ........ 
-2.1210 
2.f2I!2I TEST NSl / RUN 1 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121·°1 WN'\ f \ I '. {'/ 'I h' \ I \ I \ I \; I \ I \ r '0' \ I \ r \ i' '9 ""-V""'v'\ l 'V- ewv''v'''O''''' ""'~{\JO.· Av* 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NSl / RUN 1 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. ~I tHo,."I, I \ I \ ,\, \ I' '., \ 1\ i' \ I \ I \ l \,", I \ l \ I '~...,.a\I'ou etteav"v4""h'GP""tJP ".,'OAV''v'"'' A .... * 
-2.12112l 
2.1210 TEST NSl / RUN 1 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
!21. !2I~f-\-t\-AJ\ It't 1\ 1\: \ I \ (\ !'v' i ,\ J'F~.ffl.;;.?... v.o.~ ......... ...."....""00'...... ...._ 
-2.12112l 
!21.12I 1. !21 2. !21 3.121 4.121 
T I t·1E. SEC. 
5. !21 6. f.iJ 7.121 
Fig. 6.2(b.l) Acceleration Response of NSI 
8. !21 
,-----





1. ~~ TEST NS1 I RUN 1 I THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~. ~ I \MtVIl f II \ AJ \ till J l ,I '. I'. 1'- ~\.-J...\-Al Ik ._/t, .. A~1 A,r~i AiP" ., t'\.A A r-IouuoP"-o4 ... ,.A ........... t\ 
-1. ~~ 
1. ~~ TEST NS1 I RUN 1 I SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~. ~ ~ F ~V 1 I b I \ rlJl \ d I I I !l~H--PlIi 
-1. ~!2l 
1. 00 TEST NSI I RUN I I FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0~.lAAilJJj~!M~I'.'~ ~J)1~A~tJ\ •. ""'"',~A .A. _A"A-~"'" ...... '-~--" .. 4 A-\.o"A -p.,.'J"A...Oo~ •• A •• ......-.......-"-... ___ -----1 /f\~"i.NlnINIVVi'\~~- ~.u~~.....-v-·-
-1. ~!2l 
1. 0!2l 
0. 0, '1.1 ..... , J' ~ I It 
-1.0!2l 
!2l.fZl 1.!2l 2.0 3. I2l 
TEST NSI I RUN 1 I BASE ACCELERATION. G 
4.0 
TltJ\E. SEC. 
5. !2l 6. !2l 7. !2l 
____ l ___ ~ ______ l ______________ J__________ _. [ 
Fig. 6.2(b.l) (continued) 




I-~~- --- -.-- r~~- ----~ 
2. 1210 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 I' SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121..1211 'J'J>N'\ ! , I , '" \ f'I' I \! 'II \ I \ I \ I \ I\J \ I , : Ie J "1"J4 /"'wI'\ I \./'vA.J \J" "'_6..,1'" nu"o' "'0""" ..... 0°........ ..... ........... 
-2.00 
2.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 I SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~.~I- .... 1\ fI/III/1 Mill/if ~ ~ 1\ J ~ A 1'1- '" "'- .A 1\ b A "" ~ "" Au" • 6 
\ilfh r i j j ~ v V VV\TV V\j\T\FV "\jV V...,,, ~ V ~V .. Q'" .. 41 
-2.00 
2.0121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 I' FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
fU I- ... "A 1\ fill ,1\ I \ I 0 A A fI • A A fI 1\ d - ~ II - 0 A - r. ~ A u - _ -
Ihn'" I Ilf i I I " V V V V 'lTV V V~V~V v .... V\T -- V'7V ...,- .. -
-2.1210 
2.1313 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 I' FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
3.31 1\11/\ 1\ (\ /\ fl II A A A tJ • A A (I 1\ _ " - r. A • -.r-- ,,- r. _ - 0 _ 
,. ",,1, ,rV\[V V \TVV V \]V"" v~~ ...... ~ -- V'V~ -...... -
-2.10121 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4. f2I 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6. f2I 7. f2I 8.121 
~ ___ ~ ___ I _____ 1 
Fig. 6.2(b.2) Acceleration Response of NS2 





1. 121121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.121~ .......... 'I 1\ n HI \ f I , II \ I \ I \ I \ I 'no\m I 'J \ I \J'oorI """,lIid" J lw.p-"",,=\:,' ~~ o,,,/"\./ \::r"" ""',J''V'''''' ............... .... 
-1.121121 
1. [(21121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.121~ ........... '\ f ll\ HI \ 1\ 11.1' 1\ [ I fI1 P .. IAJI.-fLlr~"\\ P".,.~IiifF"'L~~PlAr'c.,.baeA-g/"vP' ... """'W4. ,I 
-1. 0121 
1. 0Ql TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0~ '1 .. ./\ II}laP.'~ II ll!\ JIIFtIIMJqfuJl~~M~P. f!Ae,UVu"~""A~""'''''\AI",.... __ {/",,, ............ ,,,,,,,, ....... ' __ - ____ -f 
-1.0Ql 
1. 0121 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
Ql. 121 ~--t---t++\irW" I I r II ~rd-t--f+.-Ht~HA-~AJ' .C'=1'.-"'- """'-v/' ~fI'-"~,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,.....,....,oy),,,,,,,"Iuo......F.p-"""vV"-"''''''.-'''''''--------; 
-1.00 
0.121 1.0 2.21 3. r2I 4. r2I 
TIME. SEC. 
5.21 6.0 
Fig. 6.2(b.2) (continued) 





2.1il1il TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
Iil. Iil, "!AIeoA; (\ I \!' I \: \ M I I \ I \ I ~ J I I \ I \ / \ J \ I \ I I J ,r \ r I I..... \)' v,," "W'" , \ rl ,,'\ "'" " "0 '" o..0c/'u Dv"'VD V' ,..,vo,v.... - ... 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121, .. " - A (I! \ ' \ (\' \ .. ! I 1 \ ' I ' I vVVYlfilr\ilf{1/11\l\/~/\,'\l\/\" '\ ~" 0 0 '" 0Q" .rt. ~ a 0. "-I 4( i Y J V V 4ii;J" V V '" ~ 0' v~ 
-2.01il 
2.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. Iill v".,..,.., r I ,. \,. ~ f H+N \ I ~ ,. \ I , ,. \ I \ f \ l" f++t-f \ I \1'1 ,r...r \.T v~ ..... V ~.... VV _ ...., I I J " (\. f) ""....,. I' "''' "...,. 0..0. __ .L> -" A .......0,..... ... ...... 
-2.1210 
2.12HZI TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 vo> 1\ f-+f---\--Pt-l·+ ... rJ-+++H·++-1 , I " f \ f\-H-f4--I+f+-A--f-lr~ .... V6 ....... ~ "v""v'" ..... ....,.A.... - ... 
-2. rZHil 
fa. fZl 1.0 2.0 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.121 7.121 
Fig. 6.2(b.3) Acceleration Response of NS3 




r-------,--------,-------r-------v-------r-------,------- --,------ -, 
1. 121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 ~'" 'I t\ n nH ;J \ I I 1\ 1\ I \ I \ I't n n I \ I \ r \ A I \ ,oW'·""*' rv'V'CWlCV" "'" "" "vl"'lo.f\.;r £,\,..p...,.. .......... 
-1.121121 
1. 121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 "'-'"v.t \ It} \ tV \ 1 \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ r \}\ t'\ I \ ",'1 P \J''\£ \:;r"\v.a..d"" M~""'", .... ~V'"""- ..!'\:J""..... ......... 
-1. 12110 
1. 121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 • ,,1 I' , I II I I f I ' , " " , \ I ~ ~ w 11,\:.v 1 i ,-~:AJt~'fI\ft'\p.f{\II~r\JAAl_ AM JL. """"'" ..-A -.. ... *V ... ~'V ~ ,",~'GJ" ..... 
-1.121121 
1.0121 
121.121, ... ....1 III\, IV \ g I Pin.}! I'd!t7. 
-1. 12110 
121.121 1.13 2.121 3.121 




Fig. 6.2(b.3) (continued) 





1. 00 TEST NSl / RUN 1 I BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
0.0 \oD 11 '11&., '\HfH-tP4+H-1 111\ '" \ I I I ~ I \ I I I \ I \ j \ H-H-I ,r "\ J"'\ I , I , """111"'"\ I 't I \ .f".clJ""4\-JII-"'t-. -f1-\-+-'\IlIQc-F''\;,;,pI'''''ro~-I-"",""IooJII"",,"'''''''''''''''IW---t 
-1.00 
0.70 TEST NS 1 / RUN 1 / BASE t-iOt-1ENT COEFF I C lENT 
iii. iiiI-, •• ~J\AAI'4-W-I+J·H·h\.Illlllll IIII I \ II' I +W-l.~~~~~ , no .... '" -"u I 
-1Zl.70 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.121 
TIt-1E. SEC. 
5.0 6.121 7. IZl 
Fig. 6.2(c.l) Base Shear and Moment Response of NSI 





1. f2lf2l TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
0.0 ~ • n -- I\Al\A:/'~ I I III IIII J I I I II , I I I I I I 'i ru , I I I I I ~ n I ~ f 1/' 'i J 'i H I \ : , {V\ ~ : 't / .. I V'i f \ Pu' bo.,rv""""'DMy.,"'"" IA'" II\>'f 
-1. 0rzI 
0.70 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
0. 0 1-0 o'H\AAAI I I I I I I I I " I I , I I I I I I I , I I J \ I I I I I \ 1 \ J \ I " 1 \: I \ : " 1 'I, I \ } V\---f\-AJ--lr-I--4:-I-+-1-4J '. : \ l'u ( 't :F\,""u""P"',.,..,. ..... ' ... ; 
-21.70 
rzI.fZl 1. fZl 2.fZl 3.21 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.21 6.fZl 7.fZl 
Fig. 6.2(c.2) Base Shear and Moment Response of NS2 





1. 00 _ TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / BASE SHEAR COEFF I C lENT 
0. 0, D, HAAI"4 I I I I I II I PItH I I I I I I I I I I I I \ I I I I I I , I ~ \ I , I \++-f-H \ : \ I \ rv+~{ \ t \"...., \ } \ Pv I \/'J ....... ,.. 
-1.00 
0.70 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / BASE Mot.fENT COEFFICIENT 
0. 01 'HH\I\N+-H·++--H-H-·AH--++++--f--++-H--8+l--H+++H-H+++-H \ I " J \ 1 \ 1 \: : ',-+V+-f\--rJ+-f-\-f---l\--r"'V-\---~ 
-0.70 
0.0 1.0 2.1Zl 3.0 4. £3 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 
_1 L ___ _1 
6. (2J 7.121 8.1Zl 
Fig. 6.2(c.3) Base Shear and Moment Response of NS3 
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1. 5 -1.5 
Fig. 6.2(e.1) (continued) 
2.7 SEC 
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I~ ~r:---------------------------:~ ~I 
(a) NSI 
I~ ~I 10 01 
18 
v 0 
81 0 0 01 10 
(b) NS2 
o Reinforcement not visible 
(c) NS3 X Reinforcement visibly fractured 
Fig. 6.4 Fractured Wall Reinforcement Observed following 
Initial Simulation 
---r---
30.0 TEST NS2 I RUN 2 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 J I, I \ I \ J . \ I I I U \ I \ ,1,,.1\ I \! \ I \ I \ ! \A l \ I \ ! \ ! '. j \J 'v ,{ \ j \ I " / J. C"'.. ....... 
-30.0 
30.0 TEST NS2 I RUN 2 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0.01 ! I, I \ 1\ } \ I I , \,J \ I \ / 'C'\: I I,! \ / \ I I, ! V\: l \ I '. " '. ! '. j V \" ,{ \ j \ l '. I J .............. ...=:-
-30.0 
30.0 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0, J \ I \ { \ J ~ I I I I J \ I \ I' "\ I \ J \:: I ',<! I V',,\ >' \ r, '" 1 , j ( r '" r '" J 1\ \ " "" " 1\ /\ £J~r=t 
-30.0 
30.0 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0, I '. I " J '. J '. I I ! \ (I, I , ;' ), .... \! '. J ' ... I '\ I I)' At /' \: / \ I \ I '. / \,().. <' \ / '. / \ .r.......... -c--:--- =-- =9 
-30.0 
0. (2J 1.0 2.0 3.0 4. (2J 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 
6.s(a.l) Displacement Response of NS2 
Fig. 6.5 Response to Second Simulation 





2"'. '" TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
"'. '" I '\ J \ 1\ J " I ~ I \ ! \ I \ p...A ... !',! V \ .. I \ / \ f'\/ V \ / \" \ J \ ( \ ...... L \ / \ I \/' ~ 
-2"'.'" 
2"'. '" TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
"'. '" I .1\ , \ 1\ I \ I ' I \ I \ I) ~, \ I" / "-, I 1 ,'7 1 , i , }'~ 1 Tv J \ 1\" /"\. / \ I \ I \ F \ r'I. ./) F \ F '\ c::-... 
,11:7 V ~'I I(J1t:F V 'I ""' ~ 
-2"'.'" 
20.'" TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
"'. '" I <"\ / \ /' •• ,[\ I \ " \.. / '. ! \.,;;o,e.,......."J \/:---. c... ..... O .... /' "'" ~ D.J~D-"""'" -<"""'- ..... C\,..,L',............" 
-20.0 
1.50 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
"'. "'I ~,. ·.1\ fIMP4-l.W~AA....J.-bA-JJ\A\-Jt-J:.tt\,.;..A!~A. .. " ~..A"",..j~..f!JA.."T1""""""",-""""",," ___ ------I 
-1.50 
0.0 1.'" 2. £3 3. '" 4. '" 
Tlt-1E. SEC. 
5. '" 6.0 
Fig. 6.5(a.1) (continued) 




r ----- ,--- T- r-
3~.~ TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
1211" ~ I q J\ 1\ ! \ '" \I \H I \I '. ! '. " 1\ /''''''''' ,\ 0 " I), C':... 1\ l \ ~ l\ 1\ ,\ " " ...... " ........ ( y .; () 1, <> C j C> t ~<J 'I (r \ r (r V 0' 
-3Q1.~ 
3121 .. ~ TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
1'1. "I 1\ " " I \ I I '\ (\ 1\ I \ 1\ () A A 1\ =- () A 1\ " /\ A /\ 1\ 1\ \ r \ r \ r \ ( 1 I I "I if V "V IT <;T1l"\rJ'vv~...<:AJ V d'~~ f'v~ 
-3'~. ~ 
3~t ~ TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
1'1·1'11 1\ 1\ II l\ 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\ I If (I A f\ (\ ~ /\ " /\ 1\ ,..,. A A - A " /\ A " - " ~ 
, I I I \ I F<Ti V "V V  V ~ Iv ~V'-c.r~V~\/~OQJO v 
-3121.0 
3'~1. ~ TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
1'1.01 '1111\/\ 1\ IIf\A Ilf A A 1\ ,,= A "A c> " V\J\j V V\.T~V v ....... ~'OI'~_/' A /\ A" .("'\ <.JV\}~ " .... 
-3Q1.~ 
0.0 1.~ 2. ~ 3.121 4.121 
TIHE. SEC. 
5.121 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 6.5(a.2) Displacement Response of NS3 





20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 01 1\ ! \ I \ I '. I \ I \ Pc/'\ I \ ,t \. A I \ I \ P ....." PiA-I) {\ 0- /'\ /\. - 1\ /"\. /\ A. ("\, C!. 
, ....., \ I """ ,,":J~~~""" V~ TV COP v: 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 '\ 1\ A A 1'. f\. /"J\ I \ /\. A l \ l\,o D n. /'\ "" - 0...... C!. '" " ...... ..... cc::;p \,. 4U' <:; :c; """ ...... """"' V' v~..... .. ".., ........ 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL D I SPLACH1ENT. MM 
0. 01 ""\ A Pt/'\ /\ I\) "'\ l'. ,0 ...... 0... A f\u, <00 ...... - 0c;....... ....................... ...... .................................. __ -
-20.0 
1. 50 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
0. I2I~AtAP\. r I lilA/! f\a/~MJlJ\JI !tA..AMA.J"'\I~A....A\l~""I\;I'_"'. ~ps."""'''''c0l"",''..A''_''';''''-'' ____ ---I 
-1.50 
0. 0 1. 121 2.121 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 
Fig. 6.5(a.2) (continued) 




.---------,----------.------...-------.--------,,------1 -r---- - I----T--I 
3.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 01 ... '\ I , ') , \ " #' \: 11 \ f \ ....  if ,p 4( • rIW ., atJ~l ',/v""",,VV't. " r, IA +'0 ,-\. I \. J 1 ~ ~ J), I"l.. J \. ...... t4tJ" XJ 'V 9Q V' '\ r '\7 ,\~y- va iliI "\;)P ~ r 'V 
-3.00 
3.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~I. 01 .... I ~ I \ 1\/ \ f , { lom..''' f \ ~e.J \ f"'''''"Ii\i''''-='''QI' ~ .. "V ""'"","", / \.c/"'- ,.1'\........ A....,. c., p.....,.-
-3.0£?l 
3.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. IZll I' I \ " I \ , \ " , \ " ..... «, --- ...,.. 
, i i ~7 i J , VOl , Y 'it;r =v '\ j-..rJ ""'OJI'~ .....,,,,,,.,,~~'x7~ =O<.,;p'c'v'''-'''''''''''' 
-3.00 
3.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
3.0. {\ , \ I"l...-:r-+++-/·.........,' \ ( 'cAl ,., ."..r\ ~ rOI~ 
-3.00 
~. ri?J 1. ~ 2.~ 3.0 4. ~ 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6. ra 7.0 
Fig. 6.5(b.l) Acceleration Response of NS2 




·1 ----,r-------r------~-----._----- -.---------- -1 
1.50 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0~ "iMi .... ,0, { \ lffi. {"', t" lIl\rxAt~JVJ.t,.IV''U\I''''"\\.r Li V.....-,;. 1Ar \L~ .'"'.. c .... ,....... ""'" ". \ u!t '\ItJo.f'J. ,""" I '" r, .. n.. d'" J'" he ,~ ..... "...... 
-1.50 
1.5f21 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
l~1~~~~~~~'~~~~AAt~A~i~~,ap~~~~.w~~4~i'1~~'J~~~~_~_e~~ U~ ~II\IW " V· ~ 
-1. 50' 
1. 50 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0·f2I"'I __ _ 
-1.5121 
1. 5121 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121, 'u'~< \ : 11Arf\~H""\"2I="I .... H-:-I-+--MhJ~A-+H+:-I·h.J"·I·U; 
-1. 510 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4. rlJ 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6. rlJ 
Fig. 6.5(b.l) (continued) 




3.121121 TEST NS3 I RUN 2 I SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.0 4 A ~ A" A A rd fi A " ~ A '.N- " A 1\ A ~ """ A A " J> A " 
· VlJV V ~ V" V 1("71 tV if VV~ \T Q '''' 0 -vv V '" w • y 
-3.121121 
3.121121 TEST NS3 I RUN 2 I SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.121 
.... I\~, A /\ It ,A PJ., ,A AA A A,A" - ... :/\; """,'\ /'<;> ..... 1O,oV' 0 C7'" J'd' ... /', /'".0 0 .... 
-3.121121 
3.121121 TEST NS3 I RUN 2 I FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121 "A Ai /\ ,Ai ,Ai /\/\ ,A. AP, fi, /\..,<' ......... /\7.o. ... I\~ /" .... ,..,. ~ .1'. ..... .0,/\:/'"', ...... 0. 0_ 
-3.121121 
3.1210 TEST NS3 I RUN 2 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. !zq J,\ A A.l\ Ai f\;t- AS, A j\J~  ..... ...... "" .... """ .. A..,I'> ....... _6 .. """'''''''..... A",""wDuC> .......... 
-3.00 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6. Ii] 7.0 
Fig. 6.5(b.2) Acceleration Response of NS3 






il TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
\,M ~,~.A lA.,...."....,AMi'\~A.,~Al'wf\ Au"'. <0 A.,/" 
-1.50 
1. 00 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0 !~1i'1IW1A--:f--1J\\IHhP-i--Hlr\lA.~~oP"\""';''''''''',.F-J..:r7IIi'''-''~~.-.u4-'~I-''l.;:....,.,c:.'''-'''''''''''~~------1 
-1. 50." 
1. 00 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
I y..-... <, II'LAJJ !~IIlllIJUI!.J.lIl\JII~IA.AArA. "', t.. • • AI . "" . ~ h.,., ~..../\ M.. - ~ ~ 
0.0'-'" 1 Vlrv ~ ~f~\" .... ,~"W""""~r" """ ~'" n~," ~ •• • 
-1. 50 
1. 50 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0 ~-t-l-hJ4t-.f\1 Ok, 0 I II" I ~-Ht:NhAA-f++h-l-\JrI-~A-f'I",,-.J('-I.,'-tnc,,""" .. r-M~ __ ,,,,,,,,,,",II\::~~..-v~~~="'.,..A.,rrl'"~.,..p'-Q;f""-;Io""",,----------; 
-1. 50 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
L-.-. ____ L 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 
Fig. 6.5(b.2) (continued) 





1. 10 TEST NS2 I RUN 2 I BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
121. 121 ~ *"'................ "I'\c .. o' , I ~ I , I I I , I \ " \ I \ d'VI\: I \ I '\ J' \0 ',;,,p.. } \ I \ I \J \:;aou' f ' crC "" I'b._ ..... "" "1 
-1. H'J 
121.8121 TEST NS2 I RUN 2 / BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
121. 121" •• Ity "'\ P..-J , I , I I J \ I I , I 'I" I \1'\ 1+1 -\.., } "A l \ I \ f 1-+-,'" I \ "'/ \ I I' "'C J"'"" ........ _ ...... ~ 
-121.8121 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7.121 
Fig. 6.5(c.l) Ease Shear and Moment Response of NS2 





1. 1fZ1 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
fZI.01 ,... f'\ N \ III \ I \ I I I \ (' J \ I \ I) I ) I \ I' {'\,/ i. I I f \ I \ I , /\ 1\ f\ J'I.. /\ A A f\ f\ C\ /\ A 0- <"" 
0_ ,I 'I ( I I I • I: i ( I 'i I I ~ I \TV \)'"IV V\jV~ vI.) 
-1. 10 
0.80 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 I BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
0. 01 " 1\ 1\/ \ I I I I I \ I I I I I ) 1\ I \ I \ I) I \ I \ 1\ I '\ I \ 1\ I \ (\ /\ A /\ f\. A f\ A 1\ A C\ f\ 0. '"' ..... ,,~ i.. · · · f--VJ-~. r \ I " I VV\J \.IV V \JV v ~V 
-0.80 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
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rQ \\ n bO \:Jed . ' T .f" '-;-;. I i.I, \ ' ~ , < , VII (0 'M , ~ , I fl' 
-
178 
l~ ~:--------------------~:~ ~I 
o Reinforcement not visible 
X Reinforcement visibly fractured 
Fig. 6.7 Fractured Wall Reinforcement Observed following 
Second Simulation in Structure NS2 
30.0 TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0, ""c;;;;J' IC =\;{ I \ I \ \ I \ \ \:: r "I '" J \ jCJ \ ? -, r \ I ... f I \ " " " __ " I '0."""", 
-30. 0 L---~-----~--------,------------,-~----~ ___ -----L, __ ~----=-- __ , __ ~,~~---_______ ~ 
30.0 TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 01 to'CI' \ ;/ ~ J \ I \ I \, J",' \::,' " ;' '" I', " \ ~ \ r ,0,( / \ I 'c 7<""><:> 
-30.121 
30.121 TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 01 'CPt \ /"~ , ~ I \ : \ I l \ " "l " I", l' ", " \ ,..J'="\ 7 0\ JI \ I 'C/<> 
-3121.121 
3121.121 TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 1211 ("-;>, \ ......... I "",' ~ J '\ I (' I '\ (" <::==r'"' I' r \ 
I \ J "'" r J c r 'C / "" \ 7 \ j '" r c::;;"""'" 
-3121.121 
121. 121 1.0 2.121 3.121 4.121 
Tlt-1E. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 
6.8(a.l) Displacement Response of NS2 
Fig. 6.8 Response to Third Simulation 





2ft ra TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
ra. ra I ......... 1 I' ~ I \ I I \ I \ '\:: I\:' '", I \,.J \ At / \ / '< /' ...... 
-2ft 0 
2ra.ra TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
aral ~()~, \ 1\ (\I" /'/~~'~)~~~_~~~~.7>_~_~(~/~\~;~r~,~~~~ __ ------------~ 
-20. ra 
2ra.0 TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
r» '" " ,~ __ ~_ r'... )'="-.... / \ ~=cP""",":r= 'C> ....".,-,-- I'-"""c;;"""'" 1U·1U1 i
-2ra.ra 
2.rara TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0 ~-tft-1<H-1\A~',HIV'Vrll1lAfW\JltvP1-t\!\rf-lPtfW\~~-------------------; 
-2.121121 
ra. ra lora 2. ra 3. ra 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5. ra 6. ra 
Fig. 6.8(a.l) (continued) 





3121.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
MI A /\ • "" A A A f\ M A ('),..., l\ f\. ry, 0 (\ 1\ f\ f\ ~ 
= V VV V v v v vv v v- - vvv v v VVV v 
-3121.0 
3!21. t2l TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
1ZI.01 A.cw,' l'JV'" \ I \ I \ Joe"", \ JJ "Po- D J \ Al "\ Po' \ I I \ Per'" 
-3121.!2I 
3!21.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. ~ I 0 I) . ~ A A f\ f\ "" 1\ /""\ - A 1\. cy, A l\ 1\ A Co _ 
...... V \}V V VvVV~ v V\} V~ V \TV ...... 
-3121.0 
3121.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / FOURTH-LEVEL D I SPLACEI~ENT. MI-1 
0 .. 01 .0 .... ,-' I c:/",; I \ I \ \ 70.0" I \ Iv' \ je-tc;p-o, <>' \: ) '- r"'\ jO"",,", / \ 1,\ :JC'.'O" ..... 
-3lZ1.121 
TIME. SEC. 
121. 121 1. 121 2. 121 3. 121 4. !21 5. 121 6. !21 7. 121 8. 121 9. 121 1121. 121 




r- -, -- --------r--- - ---- r ----r-- ,-
20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0 I o....,L \ r .... l y ' I \ I \ I '< I \ J 00" I \ 1M Fv=" vI \ /'vCV\\ Pv"\ / \ f \:/'V''''' 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
12l. 01 L \ I .... \: \ I \ l \ / \v -J\v CV-.... -'"'--' ..... cwoo ..... 0d'.J"'V''''' 
-20.0 
20.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 ""\ I d \ I \ I V'..., ..... "0',......0 ,..."................ 0'- ..... v""'v .............. 
-20.0 




0. 0 1. 0 2. 0 3. I2l 4. 121 5. I2l 6. 121 7. 121 8. 0 9. I2J 10. 121 





3.12l12l TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
3. III ../) f'I'II~ k J\ A A. . M .. APv.!,>, A.w 0.""./'0..., ,p ",,' '" A, ,.,.,. _ -
-3. ~m 
3.12l12l TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
12l.12l oeAA ~ A 1\ A M..Jk_~A t\ ,., O"'A _____ ....of:..""-A~~~ _____ -__I , 4¥'\J\J.fyv v v v-v y --- ...... ""'. v - ---y---v -
-3.12l121 
3. m3 TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
12l.12l, ,r\~ 
-3.021 
3.12l12l TEST NS2 I RUN 3 I FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
12l.12l1 _.I). i~A ,n./\. A_:JJ,AiC..JA.....BJ/A._ .. """--~-=- ~ ____________ -; 
-3.12l0 
12l.3 1.12l 2.12l 3.12l 4.12l 
_L..._______~J __ 
TIto1E. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 
L 
Fig. 6.8(b.l) Acceleration Response of NS2 




- ---------( -~ -.------- , I 
2.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 3 I THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0 1 vJ' H .t""\J~lh/Y'\KJ ~ I' '\ "\ADty~lfh1 tAl ~ ~ "V"'" ,,~ Ill' ,.r-" ". """'-l\r{t'Juy...,.,.""" ~t!t .... *Iv,.,..4CJII~.......,.c:-7"---~--------------------1 
-2. 00 
2.00 TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0 1 .,.JV H.JWWrJ1jI\A~W',. tl "\. If \AtI\flIIoM/~ .......... nn.4.1\~r'\ .... .,J,.'v:-/lAvlA"''''''''''''''\I.,Jn","tO~'''''''''''0;;7-....... -..... -----------------"1 
-2.0121 
2.121121 
0. 0, ... ryu_~ 
-2.0121 
2.121121 
12J. 0 1 ............ r It. ft--lWlfhHiH\ I~i 
-2.12J0 
12J.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
TEST NS2 I RUN 3 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5. '" 6.0 7.0 
-'-------~~~~~~--~-
Fig. 6.8(b.1) (continued) 





3.121121 TEST NS3 I RUN 3 I SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
lII'I/l~J~U. 1.1. 1 .. I ... ~ ..•.•• ' ..... a..... co " . .. ~~~rIo. f'-'t.t1 ~A ~C>-...-----------1 "r, . ..,~ ... v.~v ',,_. v'" v 
-3.121121 
3.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
III. III .... A I'WM..! A A )'I.~,"'"-tI ... ·v.a....,.u'" ~ ....... ,..c6"n,jp4-.I\~i -r-J/\~CJi7' ...... """'-----------__f 
-3.121121 
3.12I((J1 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.121 .-e:-"q"'*'+ cO A ....... _ ....... C"'>,o../'" .o.v/\V""'O''''''''''' 
-3.121121 
3.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
I2i fJll ... ~.~~ .DO W ~ . 
.. JU W'~IIII • a _ J \ ~~~~~ •..+ b I/"~,.,. 
-3.00 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5. I2i 6.121 7.121 
Fig. 6.8(b.2) Acceleration Response of NS3 




.--- ---- . ----I .-
2.1ZI1Z1 TEST NS3 I RUN 3 I THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
IZI. IZI, '1lI!!. 
-2.1ZI1Z1 
2.01Z1 TEST NS3 I RUN 3 I SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
IZI. IZI, "' ... twP--ti\ti '~I~ 
-2.1ZI1Z1 
2.1ZI1Z1 TEST NS3 I RUN 3 I FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
L~I ,.~ '_ 
-2.1ZI1Z1 
2. IZIIZI TEST NS3 I RUN 3 I BASE ACCELERATION. G 
UI 1f1*!~r'~~~~·"-V'---~ 
-2.1ZI1Zl 
IZI.IZI 1.1Z1 2. IZI 3. IZI 4.1Z1 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.1Z1 
Fig. 6.8(b.2) (continued) 






1. 112l TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
0.01 .. ·'eJU'""",. J I vI I I I \ I \ I I I'!. ( 1 \ \. J \ P'.r""~, }\ftJ,,""\j 's, P'~/"'_"""Aov'A.w" ,.1"."W"'..,.,A r, \ '" "~ 
-1. 1121 
121.7121 TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
121.121, .................... j'","'l I I / \Ii I \ I , I I I 1 'c: J 'Ii ,e , ... .;)( \ ~\ " '\ ,,- 'II''''~ ..N'.HI.~ .. __ oN " '" A ~ 
-0.70 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5 .. I2l 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 6.8(c.l) Base Shear and Moment Response of NS2 





1. 1 rl.I TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
0. 0 ~N---+-PHII • 1\ , I I-+-+-II--tf--I--,IIf-!-lIlt-,lHhllA~ 
-1. 10 
0.70 TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
0. 01 /\ 1\ /-' f \ I" '\ I \ I I I \ JIA , \ "f I f"I /\ - , \ 1\ I VI II /\ A 1\ 1\ C\ ,.." = ~ w, I--H'-++ ,~ n. ,~ •• ,A-r--\ .,' ,. 'Tv vv~ · 
-0.70 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8. 0 

























3121. 0 -30.0 













2. 3 SEC 
o 
DIS?. MM 
30. 0 -3121. 0 































































Fig. 6.8(d.1) (continued) 
2..7 
121 

























1. 9 SEC 2.~ SEC 
~ 3~. ~ -3~. ~ ~ 3~. ~ -3~. ~ ~ 
CIS? • MM CISP •• MM CISP •• 




4 4 4 
3 3 3 
2 ( ! 2 
I2J 3~.12J -3~.~ I2J 3~.~ -312J.~ ~ 
CIS?. MM CISP •• MM CISP •• 
Fig. 6.8(d.2) Displacement Distributions of NS3 


















-3~. ~ ~ 3al(] -31(].~ I(] 3~. ~ -3~.1ZI 121 31(]. 121 
DISP •• MM DISP •• MM DIS? • MM 








.J 3 3 
2 2 
1 1 
-3~.~ IZI 3al2l -3al2l 121 3121.1Z1 -3121.121 121 31Z1.121 
DISP •• MM DISP •• MM DISP •• MM 




































































2.5 SEC 2.6 SEC 2.7 SEC 
7 7 7 
6 6 6 
5 5 5 




...J 3 3 3 
2 2 2 
-2.21 21 2.21 -2. 21 B 2.21 -2.21 21 2. 21 
ACCEL. • G ACCEL. • G ACCEL. • G 
2.8 SEC 2.9 SEC 3.21 SEC 
7 7 7 






...J 3 3 
2 2 
11 
-2.21 21 2. B -2.21 21 2.0 -2.0 21 2. 21 
ACCEL. • G ACCEL •• G ACCEL. • G 
Fig. 6.8(e.1) (continued) 
195 





































2.121 -2.121 121 
ACCEL •• G 
2.121 -2.121 











Ii ~:L~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~ ~I 
o Reinforcement not visible 
x Reinforcement visibly fractured 
Fig. 6.9 Fractured Wall Reinforcement Observed following 
Third Simulation in Structure NS2 
-------- --v-------,.------,--------,--------r-------,------,----- -----r---------
60.0 TEST NSI / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0.1111 '\ 11Ar'\-~.f\p h. f\ 1\ -C> 1\ 1\ J\ f\ 1\ 1'= _/'. !\ 1\ A A /"'-
___  _ V" V \TI[\)" V \}CT\T\}V C7~ VVV ~=~ 
-60.0 
60.0 TEST NSI / RUN 2 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 0 I '\ I 'A' \ , ,n , ". , V u tr ~ I '" I, N ..... J I / { : 't I "< ,-' '=' 't I 'l I '< / 'e> ........ 
-60.121 
60.0 TEST NS 1 / RUN 2 / FIFTH-LEVEL D I SPLACEt~ENT. MM 
0. 01 1\ I \ "'ud~~. b. !\ A . ....At /\ /\ /\ /\ /\ 7~< ~=/\ /\ Pc A 7C'><J> C"'h 
-60.121 
60.121 TEST NS 1 / RUN 2 / FOURTH-LEVEL D I SPLACEt-1ENT. MM 
0. 1211 ' \ I '.....,r-+-+-~-V·+-I '< J \-~~~ l \ I '> I '> -f-Jr-/ ='" ... Ji-' '"==' \ I \ F ' ... / " ... I "'-............. 
-60.0 
121. 121 1.0 2.0 3.121 4.121 
TH-1E. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.121 
6.10(a.l) Displacement Response of NSl 
Fig. 6.10 Response to Final Simulation 






~ 0 f-l. 
t:J G <l 
;n ~ ~ SJ~~~ 
l--'- ~, CD ::tt=':~2!i 
::;.a;O·0§ 
to !==.lHO 








3121. III TEST NSl / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
Ill. 121, I \ I \ I'\J \ I \ 1" V \ f I \ I ~ AI '"\ { \ / "( ,= '= I \ \ I "CJ~ 
-3121.121 
3121.121 TEST NSl / RUN 2 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
(21.,01 '\ ,,Or \ ,\,'" l .... '\.' 't l \/\,Ar,,\x{# \ J \: F '< I ,,! ',,' -=--='-L,"'" ' .......... " \ " "I '<I "-:I'" ,.-......,~ 
-3121.121 
3121.0 TEST NSI / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMEN~ MM 





121.121 1. III 2.121 3.£?j 
TEST NSI / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6. III 
Fig. 6.10(a.l) (continued) 





6121.121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. f2J I ' 'I \ l \ I ''\1 '{ '. l " .' \ in", l" " =\ J" '<;" J ......... \::.,,, ,.." '\ J' \ I \ 7 '" ,t:>< :;<"'>C 7' ~ 
-6121.121 
6121.121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. fill ' ~ \ 7' , I "V '( \ \ " \ r, /" l \ 1 /" J '" :;<?t'(7 '" r ' '\ 7' \ I \ 7 '" 7", 7<=>< 7' ~ 
-6121.121 
6121.121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
, I' ........ £ " {' I' "".......:;;:="f nI 121, { \ " ~ I '" ' , , \ ,'\ I \ 7' \ r ~ 7'C 7 V'" r \ :/ \: r " 7 ......... 1 '\...r ""'---~ ~ 1tJ. , J r 1 I .-.7 , 
-6121.121 
6121.121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 1211 I , 'I I \0 I \ { \ I \ 1\ 
1 (r 'J ,} I If, t='\ /" I \ '''''''''''''<:;P' "' 
-6121.121 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 6.10(a.2) Displacement Response of NS2 





30. f2I TEST NS2 / RUN 4- I THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 I \' \ \ I V\ I "'i I "I', ... l"", I' 't {'< J', \ j," 1100" 7 L \ J \ ,'" 7""", ,,,,,- }C\, 7" ~ 
-3121.121 
3121.0 TEST NS2 .I RUN 4- I SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEHENT. MM 
~. 01 I \ \ J \ I ".., 'v' I \ I) --. I) r) " , ,c\, 
• I " , .o!L~' I i I ( Y" (7 \:; 'V""' ;;,,( \: It \ I \ 7 0e, 7C'\" 7C",,"" 7" ~zcaa;;;;:o:oawf 
-3121.121 
30.121 TEST NS2 .I RUN 4- I FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 1211 .1\ I \ I \ "'I V"\ r \ 1\ '" f'... """ /"'\ r\ ,...." .......... C\ A ..... ....... ......... 
., < f ~ ~ I , i~1 (Xi i« ~cJ V V"""" -c;:?' c:;:::;> \\/"-...7' ........, .........,. ............. 
-3121.0 
2.1210 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I BASE ACCELERATION. G 
0.0~~W~~~~..''''''''''''''''\t ~..... -----t 
-2.00 
121.121 1. 121 2.0 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 
Fig. 6.10(a.2) (continued) 





6121.121 TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
121. 01 I \ J \ r \ I \ I \ ~ I \ J \ I \ .0 r'\ { \ I \ / \ ,\ ,\ / ~ cf\ /\ /\ /\. /\ f\. C>..-<==1 I 1: I ::r cr I \' ,I ~ {I \ 7 t r (r \: r ~ ~~V 
-60.0 
60.0 TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I SIXTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0.01 q I \ I \ I I \ f\ I ",! \I \ '" I :; ~ fl/el:VI '< I \:;L '< / \ I \ , "" c-' \ /, I \ I \ I , / '\ C'>~ r ,r ,; ,r <OJ v 
-60.0 
60.121 TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I FIFTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 





l2I.12I 1.121 2.121 
TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I FOURTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
......A L\C/\7C\<c;;pL\CJC>.. ........... ~ 
3.121 4.l2I 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7.121 
Fig. 6.l0(a.3) Displacement Response of NS3 





30.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / THIRD-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0.01 '\1\ (\ 1\ l\AI \/\/, . /\/ \ 1\ /\ 1\ f\ ~ c./\. /\ f\ {\ f\ f\.. .,r4::r'}{)i·j'r~ ~ ~ VV~~'"' 
-30. fI 
30.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / SECOND-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
0. 01 '\ I \ ,/ '. I '. / \.0. I \ J \ I \ A A r \ I \ / \ I \ f\ f\.c-..·cA /\ f\ (\ [\ C\ {.~r ~ •• II {} (IV /"',,~ 
- V~ <;,J V 
-30.0 
30.0 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 I FIRST-LEVEL DISPLACEMEN~ MM 
0. 01 1\ I \ .. ..,/"\ I '. /\.,;n" I"'"" ..t"\ot\..J c"'> we/"\. )CC\,..,. /"\\ )i~A /"'-=-- ~ .L\", ,4 /""'-W4JA <e>C"'-. <=> ~ 
-30.0 
2.00 
0. 0 tH-+\.tlhVhH/\-J 
-2.00 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 




5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 




~~-.- ----r -------T 
3.50 TEST NSl / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~ ~I ft ~ lAb. ~ A'" A. filA til A WMNfL .A~.AJLL 0 vv-"'-v • .,A.",A,/" '"''''V .... -
IU. IU I--=---- ~e. ·u\.. ii Ai" • AI "V11 \(v\Jl1"~Y'\I . VV V V V 
-3.50 
3.50 TEST NSl / RUN 2 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
1iJ. ~ I A .. " r, III nr! " f\ C' .ft.. I VI lV' , 
.- "iii , Y b'il ,i V\I I 4/\ ,9tR \Ill \~le\ 1M''''',.,. .et~ ;,tv L"'" """'=..1'-" C'\ ,.., e... ,7 V =w y CJ <7 .....,. "V w:= 
-3.50 
3.50 TEST NSl / RUN 2 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 1211 ", I 'vv' \ : \..rw' 'o"( I ""'c>~j'\;h ""'""rf'Dz\ ,<''ocr "r'i 7' ''O'L),~ ~"\'C"',......, ....."...0.......,,"""" 
-3.510 
3.50_ TEST NSl / RUN 2 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0L-'""""'w A ~ A I'\.Atv.. ~~Ak M.~C\ M,~ .M~.,.... "'" __ V WTY~lN r ~....,. "V'" --
-3.50 
0.!2I 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Tlt~E. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 
Fig. 6.10(b.l) Acceleration Response of NSI 




r- _ ..• r-------,.------T--~ ,---
2.0121 TEST NSI / RUN 2 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
u ~ 
-2.00 
2.0121 TEST NSI / RUN 2 I SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
_2~~:~~~~~~r-~ ~~ 
2.10121 TEST NSI / RUN 2 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 0 1 ,\1b\Y\J\H-+1lHP. 
-2.12l0 
2. 012l _ TEST NS 1 / RUN 2 / BASE ACCELERA T ION. G 
0.01 4~~~~4~-F-V<U-"""l'rf\ 
-2.021 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
Tlt-1E. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 
Fig. 6.10(b.l) (continued) 





3.5121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
--....A.,., ........ .0 .t\ r.... ......... ~ ,,0,.. ~.0J ·v .... ·../"8 \JcN '4~~!\:I~P.v'\~I\I"'971'p(1v '''(A.f''''\''''~v vv V. ,Ai 1&iQ' __ -
-3.5121 
3.5121 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121 1 J\ I \IK 1" \ 1\.Af\~ I'"AvAlv 1\ ""M AA A A n __ _ -I'\.. .1\ ...-'\ V~ V ....... - - v ~"""","--....,.--
-3.5121 
3.5121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 I FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. ~ t '1 I 1. d \ 1" r, -- # X, -'""' I) \ f """ j i r eoV 0, r " :;r~, j V tf'""",yC-........,... ..0.</ '~-s""'Pez 0: ,o.~.........,... ... .-.. ............... 
-3.Sl(J 
3.Sl(J TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
~. ~ I Cll '\::;,,' \ ('\~ '\ F'''''''\;:: .M.<k:}"'.t=\......... ~ -"" .......... ~ ..... 44W'"' 
-3.5:;:) 
l(J.l(J 1.l(J 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.12l 7.121 8.121 
-'-______ .1.-_____ -L ____ --1 l ____ ~ __ ~ 





r- r----- r---------- r 
2.121121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 I THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
m.l!li ...1\ B ") li~!~'~ ~Jl.I!~A.. AA.]..A M.,...., .,.,..iIA /\., ~ - -
..... .• , _ JiY' • r-'"'V\J" r y 'yy..;rvq V~V 4iI .. 0\ 1 ___ vex I ...... - .... 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
12I·12I~4Jl\1·~ tli/nl.l-Ub.4AJV+.-AllJltbnAAAA\AAI\A~A,.j\~:J\J M uvAv """ ... rwtN"'Vvo""..Ill\""·/\,.......,, 1I"=v ... '0 ....... _ 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 I FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 12I.,_--4A,I't,"yR-il-W-H\HHHJ F~-fJlif\alrtHJtf-t-H-IV-\-I-\--f~HHfrl\AH·~~I'n--~-vtM\:fU-\Pd'hooP<1lft-1ttV-v""o-........ ,..-~ ....... ------t 
-2.0121 
2.121121 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I BASE-ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121 1 ~'. /1 fl. Mm,.! 11\llr\.A-i+.-~~~r-:-t='o""V'-"'~~......Aarf"'<tJOO~~~.A-------I 
-2.0lZi 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 
Fig. 6.10(b.2) (continued) 





3.50 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121.1211 ..."", \",.t''''''1 "''''\)'1\/ \~/'AAJ\I\lD .. f'lR\ilV"";;""' .... d"'}md'\_-dO .l ..... v O .. 'C/,,'UVV"'-<=I .... > ...... --
-3.50 
3.5121 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / SIXTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0. 0 I-- n A ,A A A A. II, "" 1\ •• A. •• ",., -" A./\.I>...o ..,..A A ,... .A .... _ \fG.JWV 'V, \TV Ii 10;) ~lf'" V" . '\/I \t" V· 'V V vv u 'CI-V '""" <OJ ....... 
-3.50 
3.50 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / FIFTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0 .1\ 1\ A -"f- '" 1\ _ '" r.. -'" /\ '" ..... ~...... /\ ~ .... ..... 'VY~ -....... V V .... ~V"' V 'V' 'V' 'V' 'V' -- """ 
-3.50 
3.50_ TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / FOURTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
0.0L- ,\Aj[;;r",.ht;"/''1~;-'"._...A..\J4II~Ci"~..M,<j''"''-....,M ...... ''''''''' .m. A ................ .......... <iIOIJ' ........,.. ....... ........ 
-3.5121 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.121 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7.121 
~ I _________ L __ 
Fig. 6.l0(b.3) Acceleration Response of NS3 





2.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / THIRD-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121 1 """ t'1", i ", ... "J '\, /'I\AJ VV .. dIV'~wllJ'lI"'f_l1\1\_AJ_\I\4A~1IflP\,\llVy\ .... / "\;;r'~e,"" vo..rv\ ..Ill· ...... ,' "\xr>N ..... VV.r')"V"...., .............. 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / SECOND-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 121 ~~hI\P\t,i\N\~V~luMAl\ttAA-ItAA_MAAM_rftA~ .,&0. ~& u\ I'v "M oov II,"=,.M'I,AJ'A 'h' LlO .... ,.llb __ 
-2.121121 
2.121121 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / FIRST-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 ... ~HF-Iht\H.H-HH-\I\_H!V_+_ft\IIH~1t 
-2.121121 
2.0121 TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / BASE ACCELERATION. G 
121. 1211 ea. v\f '. Ilr1-l--I-\f-=Jn+\-1l4H-tF++!.;-I-U;Nhf-V\-J+HvfW\fVV' .... MA~-". Ar"'V~ .. ·A::rc.~,..."t>-.""'-\""""'~"oI"""""'..-""""' ...... .--------i 
-2.00 
121.121 1.121 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 
Fig. 6.10(b.3) (continued) 





1. 40 TEST NS1 / RUN 2 / BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
13.13". ill :/i},A.J I I \ A AI \ I \ AIV \ A: " 'II " ~--#\.J\-i-HAJV\·I\I'{ ~ \ r : \--1---\:-/ ........... P 'c .JpI ( \ I \ , " ~ 
-1.413 
13.90 TEST NS1 / RUN 2 / BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
13.21~.. f'''./~I--1 I I .. f I I I fl.1 l\ I "\ "~J § 1"'~.:'Jl~1 " '\--,fL-'~ 
-21.90 
21.0 1.0 2.21 3. £C) 4. £C) 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.21 






1. 40 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
0.0Irp." dlA,"""""" \ I 1 I I I \/\1 \,."l I \, ..... tv"\Ar \. I f ~L J>A..F '.,p", .,.'- _)I ,r \ /, / \:" " F~ 
-1.40 
0.90 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 I BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
0.0"", Iv .... ' ,,-»b,} I I \ " \ "I \ H '. H ,-...' ..... J >' ,,*-p..~A--r- \ .iI \ r ...... / \ " " ~~ 
-0.9lZl 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.l2l 7.0 8.0 
Fig. 6.10(c.2) Base Shear and Moment Response of NS2 




r-----~-------r- -T~-- y--------.--------.---~-------I---~~---- I 
1. 4~ TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I BASE SHEAR COEFFICIENT 
~ ~I ~1IiI· I' I 1 1 \ I \ I I. I 1& tv) IV, AI\/\AAI\~ A A /\ fI (L J\ 1'\ /\ A A !\ A '" -4 
• .,.. U i ,i Y I.v'll vi .rlii.nt-"-'+r V WV \]V., ~V \/CJVV v 
-1. 4~ 
~. 9~ TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I BASE MOMENT COEFFICIENT 
UI A - I I I I ! \ I I I \ 0 I VI I \ II ~ A J\ A /\ 1\" ~ /\ A A c> -4 ~=v • r1., ~ rl Ir lJ VVVV Q V V\JV v 
-~.9fZl 
~. ~ 1.~ 2.121 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7. fZl 8.121 
Fi~. 6.10(c.3) Base Shear and Moment Response of NS3 
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121 6121.121 -6121.121 121 6". " -6". " " 
CISP •• MM DIS? • MM DISP •• 
Fig. 6.l0(d.l) Displacement Distributions of NSl 
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2. 5 -2.5 
Fig. 6.10(e.3) (continued) 
2.7 
lZl 








6.11 Cracks Observed following Final Simulation 






I ~S ____ ~~:r--------------------------------------------------~:~ 21 
(b) NS2 
x 01 10 
x 0 ~--------------------------------------------------------~o 
x 0 x 





o Reinforcement not visible 
~ Reinforcement visibly fractured 
(c) NS3 
Fig. 6.12 Fractured Wall Reinforcement Observed following 
Final Simulation 
'---.--------,--------y--------,-------,-----------r--- r 
2.2~ TEST NS2 I RUN 1 I VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (EAST). MM 
2.221 TEST NS2 I RUN 1 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (WEST). MM 
21.21~~~~----------------------------__ ------------------------------------------~ 
-0. 15 
21.121 1.21 2.0 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.21 6.121 7.21 
6.l3(a.l) Response of NS2 - Run 1 
8.121 
Fig. 6.13 Vertical Displacements of Wall Measured in 
Lowest Story 




r--------r-------r-------r--------v------l-------.-~---- ---.----- --- I 
s.m?! TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / VERT I CAL 0 I SPLACEI-1ENT (EAST). MM 
121.0..... :cP'"v I \ I II \, \t------\ I l ( ~ '< I \ I 1/ .. : ~ j \-t--\--#-\-+-l.J-V""I1 \ I \ 'J" ~'I 
-0.65 
5.12l121 TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / VERT I CAL 0 I SPLACEt-1ENT (WEST). MM 
0. 0 bo 0..... .. I I I I II \ , +8- • I I I I ~,"" " / \ 6 't:,.t.---t 
-121.65 




5.121 6.121 7.0 
Fig. 6.13(a.2) Response of NS2 - Run 2 




I ---I ,- -I l--------r----- --T----- ---- 1 
5.121121 TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / VERT I CAL 0 I SPLACEMENT (EAST>. Mt-i 
~. 0~ I I I " I I I I I I I I I I I \ I I I \ ~JLf\ A >< >". J 
-1.00 
5.0!2l TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / VERT I CAL 0 I SPLACEt-IENT (WEST>. MM 
121.121~ 0=/ \ I ',1- I I I J I 1+--1- \ \ I I I \) ;/ \ I<:'t I~' 
-1.I;m 
!2l. !2l 1.!2l 2.121 3.!2l 4.121 
T I t'IE. SEC. 
5.121 6.121 7. !2l 
Fig. 6.13(a.3) Response of NS2 - Run 3 





10. 0 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (EAST). MM 
0.01 o......,...o.J-+-1 I I II I.., II - '.,1 ',-r \J V ~ "\-1 'vcJ' xl 'v 'J 
-1. 6 
10. 0 TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (WEST). MM 
0. 01 ~'\ I I J " I I ',} \I , .... 1 V \I '>J \PL--\-J---\ } !/------4..-~.j-{ -----------1 
-1. 6 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 
L __ _ 
Fig. 6.13(a.4) Response of NS2 - Run 4 





2.20 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (EAST). MM 
0.01 J"\l\lV V \f4l--'/II-tH/' V 1/ ~. 
-fZl.15 v-v ~
2.2fZ1 TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (WEST). MM 
-0~'1~1 Ad V~J-V-1J-V • . . • 
fZI.fZI 1.fZI 2.fZI 
- _I 
3. fZI 4.fZI 
TI~-1E. SEC. 
5.!2I 6.fZI 7.!2I 
___ L_ 
Fig. 6.13(b.1) Response of NS3 - Run 1 






5.00 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (EAST). MM 
121.01 i I II II \ I I' 
~\I~ 
.. H-H---+ .. -H 
V 
-0.65 
5.00 TEST NS3 / RUN 2 / VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (WEST). MM 
9.01 villI/lillI/II II" v "11V v II -V - MMAI\~ 
-121.65 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.121 4.121 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.121 7.0 
Fig. 6.13(b.2) Response of NS3 - Run 2 
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1 flI. flI 
r- --1 
TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (EAST). MM 
A (\ A-- r---- A f\ !\ !\ f\ A '"l 
I V ~~ V\JV \.Iv 
TEST NS3 I RUN 4 I VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT (WEST). MM 
flI.0, .0 .... .; I I \ ,\} V ~--=------------=------------t 
-1. 6 
flI.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 
TIME. SEC. 
5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10. 0 
~ ________ ~ __________ J-________ ~~ ________ ~ __________ ~ _________ -1 __________ ~ __________ ~ ________ -L ________ ~ 






















































TEST NSI / FREE VIS. SEFORE RUN 1 
1.0 
0. ~I ! ~ -t"C"""'(Y '~V':..J':Yi 
0. 0 10. 0 20. 0 
FREQUENCY. HZ. 
TEST NSI / FREE VIS. FOLLOWING RUN 
HZ. 
TEST NSI / FREE VIS. FOLLOWING RUN 2 
T I t-iE. SEC. FREOUENCY. HZ. 
6.l4(a) NSl 
6.14 Measured Top-Level Free-Vibration Accelerations 









































TEST NS3 / FREE VIS. FOLLOWING RUN 3 
_ ...... ..L...---__ . __ ~j 
---~- Tr ---~ -- ------------, 
4.0 5.0 
TEST NS3 / FREE VIS. FOLLOWING RUN 4 
-----' 
-1 
1.12l 2.12l 4.12l 5. I2l 
TIME. 






































MEASURED BASE ACCELERATION NSI. NS2. NS3 (FINAL RUN) 
2.~~ ____________________ ~ ____________________ ~ ____________________ ~ 
-2.~~ ____________________ ~ ____________________ ~ ____________________ __ 
1. ~ 2 .. ~ 3 .. ~ 4 .. ~ 
TIME. SEC 
MEASURED BASE ACCELERATION NSI. NS2~ NS3 (RUN 1) 
1.~r---------------------~--------------------~--------------------~ 
-1.~~ __________________ ~~ ____________________ ~ ____________________ ~ 
1 a f2I 2. f2I 3. f2I 
TIME.. SEC 






















2.121 ~ 2121.121~ /1\ ! ~ \\ ~ W u 1\" < 
..-I 
a.. 
~ .A U) ..... 0 
1121. 121 
12I.12I~1 ~----~~~----~~~------~~----~~~------~ 121.121 121.2 121.:3 121.4 121.5 121. 1 12I.12IL--.~~~ __ ~ ______ ~~------~~------~~------~ 121.121 121.5 121.2 121.3 121.4 121. 1 
PER 100. SEC. 
7.2(a.l) NSI - Initial Simulation 
Fig. 7.2 Acceleration and Displacement 
Spectral-Response Curves 




TEST NS2 / RUN 1 TEST NS2 / RUN 1 
4·l2Ir.---------.--------~,_--------r_·--------~--------~ 4121.121..--
3.121 3121.121 





~ 2.121 w 
0:: ,~rAJ\ g 2~·l If\/~/ ~\\ l N W ..J ..j> W 0 u n... u (J) < H 0 
1121. 121 
121.0. • ' , , I 121. 121,--==-- ' • 
QI. QI QI. 1 QI. 2 0. 3 QI. 4 121. 5 121.121 
Fig. 7.2(a.2) NS2 - Initial Simulation 
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0.IZh I I I I I 
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121.121 
Fig. 7.2(a.3) NS3 - Initial Simulation 
TEST NS2 I RUN 2 TEST NS2 I RUN 2 
8·~r.--------~---------.~---------r---------~--------, 8~.~~, ________ ~------~~------_,._------_.--------~ 
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TEST NS2 I RUN 4 TEST NS2 I RUN 4 
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6121 .. 121 

















W 2121 .. 121 ..... ... NSI > -w + 
..J A NS2 I mA 
Il. 
0 m NS3 t-
121 .. f2I I I I I 
121 .. 121 1121121 .. 121 2121121 .. 121 312113 .. 121 4121121 .. f2I Sf21f21 .. f2I 
SPECTRUM INTENSITY .. MM 
Fig. 7.3 Comparison of Spectrum Intensities 
with Top-Level Displacements 
1.0 
1.0 
TEST NSl / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
20.0 
FRECJUENCY. HZ. 
TEST NS1 / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEI~ENT. MM 
1.0 
1.0 
TEST NS1 / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
30.0 41il. Iil 
FREQUEnCY. HZ. 





H!~ ~"-""'" .s, I~l~~ '" 
--Hl.O FREOUENCY. HZ. 
Fig. 7.4 
7.4(a) NSI 
Fourier-Amplitude Spectra of Top-Level 
Displacement and Acceleration Responses 






TEST NS2 / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
10.0 20.0 
FREQUENCY. HZ. 
TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. t~M 
~! ... ",... - \,r,*tt.~ I I I 
1.0 
1.0 
10. 0 20. 0 311l. 0 40. 0 
FREQUENCY. HZ. 





















TEST NS2 / RUN 2 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
HZ. 
TEST NS2 / RUN 3 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERA T ION. G 
30.0 
HZ. 
TEST NS2 / RUN 4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERA T ION. G 
40.0 
4 Ill. 0 
40.0 
o. l'Illf' ..y, ,- y \, •• V 'I''v{'JV V, V \.,.o~~ 066-0 d 












TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
30.13 
HZ. 




TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SEVENTH-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
313.13 
HZ. 
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TEST NS3 / RUN 1 / SEVEIHH-LEVEL ACCELERATION. G 
FRECUEtICY. HZ. 




TEST NS3 / RUN 3 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERA TI ON. G 
FREQUENCY. HZ. 
TEST NS3 / RUN 4 / SEVENTH-LEVEL ACCELERA T ION. G 
40.13 
413.0 
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I I I I 
11Zl1Zl. IZl 21Zl1Zl.1Zl 31Zl1Zl.1Zl 41Zl1Zl.121 
SPECTRUM INTENSI TY p MM 
Fig. 7.5 Comparison of Spectrum Intensities 
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Fig. 7.6 Comparison of Spectrum Intensities 
with Amplification Factors 
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Fig. 7.7 Comparison of Overall Drift with 
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SPECTRUM INTENSITY .. MM 
Fig. 7.9 Comparison of Spectrum Intensities 
with Base Shear 
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Fig. 7.11 Comparison of Spectrum Intensities 
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Fig. 7.13 Calculated Failure Mechanism for an 
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~ .. I2J 2~ .. 0 40 .. 0 60 .. 0 
TOP-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
Fig. 7.14 Variation of Maximum Top-Level Displacements 
with Free-Vibration Frequencies 
15. fit 
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Fig. 7.15 Variation of Maximum Top-Level 
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0 .. 0 2fZ1 .. 0 4fZ1 .. fZI 6fZ1 .. fZI 
TOP-LEVEL DISPLACEMENT. MM 
Fig. 7.16 Variation of Maximum Top-Level Displacements 
with Frequencies Measured at End of Simulations 
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.f 10 ft. 0.: 10 ft . ~' 'I 















P 100 psf ~ 100 ft 2 10000. lb. 
Fig. 8.1 Example of Scaling Flexural Strength 
Prototype 
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TEST NSl / RUN 1 
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TIME. SEC 
8.3(a.l) NSl - Initial Simulation 
Fig. 8.3 _ Variation in Ratio of Base-Moment/Base-Shear 
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(a) CASE I 
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(b) CASE II 
Fig. 8.4 Calculated Failure Mechanisms for an 
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(c) CASE III 
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Fig. 8.4 (continued) 
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APPENDIX A 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
A.l Test Structure 
(a) Configuration 
The test structures were composed of three frames which represented 
the primary lateral load resisting elements of a full-scale seven-story 
reinforced concrete structure which was tested pseudo-dynamically at 
the BRI in Tsukuba, Japan. See Fig. 3.1, 4.1. The test structures 
described in this paper are one-tenth-scale models of the BRI 
structure. The frames contained three bays. The interior bay of the 
interior frame contained a wall. (Fig. A.l contains photographs of the 
structures.) Additional weights were attached to each level of the 
structures in order to reduce their natural frequencies. The harness 
which supported the weights provided coupling among the three frames so 
that corresponding nodes would have the same displacement in any 
direction with negligible rotational resistance. The frames were 
attached rigidly to the testing platform by prestressing the bolts 
which connected the base girders to the platform. Each frame was cast 
in its own base girder. 
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(b) Dimensions 
The cross-sectional dimensions of the test structures were measured 
at all beam-column joints before testing using a mechanical dial gage 
which had a least count of 0.001 in. Also, wall width measurements 
were taken at each story level. The measured dimensions are listed in 
Table A.l. After testing was completed, the concrete cover to the 
depth of the longitudinal reinforcement was measured using another 
mechanical d{al gage which had a least count of 0.001 in. The cover 
was checked at twenty-one random locations- in each frame. The depth of 
concrete cover is listed in Table A.2. 
(c) Story Weights 
The story weights (Fig. A.2) were made of steel and concrete. The 
concrete in the story weights was composed of Type I cement, sand, and 
coarse limestone aggregate in the following proportions 1:2:3. The 
water:cement ratio was 0.60. The concrete was mixed in the two equal 
batches with approximately equal amounts of each batch 'placed in each 
story weight. A listing of the story weights at each level may be 
found in Table A.3. The weights were attached to the structure in such 




The harness which was used to attach the story weights to the 
structure also served to couple the frames such that the corresponding 
nodes would have the same displacement in any direction. The harness 
was designed to offer minimal rotational resistance at the joints where 
the harness was attached to the frames. The harness was supported 
effectively as a beam on three pinned supports. Thus the interior 
frame with the wall carried a slightly larger proportion of the load 
attributed to the exterior frames. However, the loads applied at each 
joint of a particular frame were equal. 
The harness upon which the story weights were supported is shown in 
Fig. A.3. It was composed of a ser~es of channels which were attached 
only at the joints so as to prevent an eccentric loading on the 
structure. The bolts used to attach the harness at the joints were 
7/16th-inch diameter bolts. The bolts were lubricated and then 
inserted through tubing which had been placed in the center of the 
joints before casting the frames. Greased washers were sandwiched 
between the frame and the harness, and between the harness and the bolt 
to reduce rotational resistance. The bolts were tightened so that the 
channels fit snugly. However, the bolt was still able to rotate freely 
when turned by hand. 
The structures were anchored to the earthquake simulator by 
prestressed bolts which passed through large channels, through the base 
girders of the frames, and then threaded into the testing platform. 
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Angles were placed at the ends of the base girder to prevent slippage 
of the base girders ~n the direction of motion. Hydrocal was then 
placed around edges of the base girder and transverse angle, and around 
any places on the harness where unwanted slippage might occur. The 
absence of cracks in the hydrocal after testing indicated that no 
unwanted slippage or uplift occurred during the tests. 
To prevent torsional motion of the structures, a system of hinges 
('bellows') was attached to the story masses at each level. These 
hinges resisted any motion perpendicular to the direction of loading. 
(e) Fabrication of the Frames 
Reinforcement cages for each frame were constructed with bright 
basic annealed wire. (Fig. A.4 contains fabrication photographs.) The 
transverse steel for shear reinforcement was composed of continuous 
rectangular spirals. The amount of transverse steel provided in the 
structure was increased to avoid a shear failure. The longitudinal 
reinforcement in the beams and columns was continuous through the 
joints. No splicing was necessary. At the ends of the beams and 
columns, the longitudinal bars were extended into 'stubs' to provide a 
sufficient amount of development length without affecting the ratio of 
steel in the cross sections. All wires were cleaned before fabrication 
with a petroleum based solvent and acetone. 
The No. 7 beam wires in structures NS2 and NS3 were knurled before 
erecting the reinforcement. Knurling is a process which produces small 
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deformations on the surface of the wires in order to create a better 
bond between the concrete and the steel. 
After fabrication of the cages was completed, they were sprayed 
thoroughly with a ten percent hydrochoric acid solution and then placed 
in a moist-curing room in order to promote the formation of rust. 
After approximately forty-eight hours in the curing room, the bars were 
sufficiently pitted. The loose rust particles were removed by 
scrubbing the frames with wire brushes and then spraying the frames 
with a 'jet stream' of water. At the end of the process, the wires in 
the entire frame contained deformations to provide a better bond 
between the steel and concrete. 
Each of the frames was cast separately. Thus each frame was cast 
from a different concrete batch. The frames were cast horizontally on 
a steel casting platform with side forms made of cold-rolled steel. 
The forms were oiled before casting. To insure that a proper amount of 
concrete cover would be provided, small chairs were tied to the 
reinforcement cages to prevent the reinforcement cage from lying on the 
bottom of the forms. Tubes were cast in the joint centers which were 
later used for attachment of the story weight harness. 
The concrete was mixed, cast, and vibrated into place in 
approximately two and one-half hours. See Table A.4 for a chronology 
of the experiment. The surface was then finished by smoothing it with 
a screed.. Approximately two hours after finishing of the surface was 
completed, the concrete began to set up. The frame was covered with 
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wet burlap and plastic to enhance curing. After the concrete was fully 
set up, around eight hours later, the forms would be removed so that 
they would not interfere with the frame when curing. The frames were 
kept moist for nearly two weeks before they were lifted from the 
casting platform. Cylinders which were cast from the same batch of 
concrete were cured with the frames to provide a good measure of the 
concrete strength of each frame. 
After the frames were removed from the casting platform, they were 
placed in the base girders forms. The frames were centered and 
leveled, and the concrete was cast for the base girder. The mix was in 
the same proportions as for the frames. The base girder was also 
wrapped in wet burlap and covered with plastic for two weeks to enhance 
curing. The frames were ready to be tested at the completion of this 
phase. The ages of the specimens at the time of testing are listed in 
Table A.s. 
(f) Material Properties 
Concrete 
The concrete for the small-scale structures was composed of Lone 
Star Brand Type III High Early Strength Cement, fine lake sand 
(passing through a No.8 sieve), and coarse Wabash River sand (passing 
through a No.4 sieve) in the following mix proportions 1:1:4. The 
water:cement ratio was 0.85. 
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The properties of the concrete were determined by testing 4 x 8 in. 
cylinders and 2 x 2 x 8 in. prisms which were cast and cured with the 
frames. For each frame at least fifteen cylinders and twelve prisms 
were cast. Nominally ten cylinders were tested to determine the 
stress-strain characteristics of the concrete. The bounds of the 
stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. A.S. Five cylinders were tested 
to determine the concrete splitting strength. Any remaining cylinders 
were loaded in compression for more information on the ultimate 
compressive strength of the concrete. The prisms were tested to 
determine the modulus of rupture of the concrete. Table A.S lists the 
measured concrete properties. 
Steel 
The steel that was used in the frames was bright basic annealed 
wire. The manufacturers which supplied the steel were Wire Sales 
Company and Central Steel and Wire Company of Chicago. 
the wires in bundles of straightened ten foot lengths. 
They shipped 
Several different gages of wire were used for the longitudinal 
reinforcement in the frames. No. 13 gage wire was used solely for the 
columns. For the beams and wall, No. 15 gage wire was used~ In 
structures NS2 and NS3, No.7 gage wire was used for top beam 
reinforcement to simulate the contribution of the slab steel. 
For the transverse reinforcement, No. 16 gage wire with a high 
yield stress was used exclusively. Helixes and continuous rectangular 
spirals of the wire were shaped on the mandrel of a lathe. To 
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strengthen the joints, the helixes were placed around the tubing in the 
joints of the structure. The continuous rectangular spirals were 
fabricated for stirrups in order to avoid shear failures. A great 
amount of care was taken in aligning the rectangular spirals since the 
placement of the longitudinal steel was dependent upon them. The final 
adjusting of the stirrups was done by hand. 
At least twenty random coupons of each gage of wire were tested in 
tension. Half of the wires were tested at a strain rate of 0.001 sec. 
The remaining coupons were tested at a strain rate of 0.005 sec. The 
stress-strain relations are plotted in Fig. A~6. A summary of all of 
the reinforcement properties is listed in Table A.6. 
(g) Erection of Test Structures 
After three frames were completed for a test structure, they were 
mounted on the testing platform of the University of Illinois 
Earthquake Simulator. The frames were attached to the platform by 
six one-inch diameter bolts with one-half-inch threads which passed 
through channels that distributed the pressure on the base girders. 
The channels also served to support the story weights until the time of 
test. 
The harness which was used to carry the first level story weights 
was attached after the frames were fixed to the platform. The four 
story weights were then lowered and mounted onto the harness. With the 
story weights in position, the first level of the structure was 
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completed. Adjustable wooden blocks were placed beneath the weights 
and tightened until most of the vertical load was transmitted to the 
channels which were supported on the base girders. The wooden blocks 
carried most of the load until the time of test. This procedure was 
followed for the succeeding levels until the entire story weight system 
was erected. The wooden blocks transmitting the load were removed 
immediately before testing. 
A.2 Test Equipment and Setup 
(a) Earthquake Simulator 
The University of Illinois Earthquake Simulator has the capability 
to simulate one horizontal component of an earthquake record. All of 
the one-tenth-scale dynamic tests were run on the simulator. See 
Fig. A.7 for an overall configuration of the setup. 
The system includes a testing platform, a hydraulic ram, a command 
center, and a power supply. 
The testing platform is a 3.56 m square plate with 12.7 mm diameter 
holes tapped 0.3 m on center. An additional 19 mm thick steel plate 
was bolted on top of the platform. The test structure and the 
instrument column were bolted to the top plate. Tapped holes in the 
plate made it possible to prestress the connections of the frames and 
instrument column to the platform. The platform itself is supported on 
a series of corrugated plates with flexure joints at each end. These 
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flexure joints are thin steel plates which allow the platform up to 
+/- 63 mm of horizontal displacement. 
carry specimens up to 4500 kg. 
The platform was designed to 
The horizontal motion was applied by a hydraulic ram equipped with 
a servomechanism. The 
shaft with two reduced 
ram was connected to the platform by a steel 
sections. This connection was designed to 
accomodate the small vertical movement associated with the horizontal 
displacement. 
The ram is activated by a displacement signal which is sent from 
the command center. Acceleration and velocity records may also be used 
for input, in which case they would be electronically integrated to 
obtain the appropriate displacement signal. 
A detailed description of the earthquake simulator is presented in 
Ref. 27. 
(b) Free-Vibration Setup 
Each structure was subjected to a free-vibration test before and 
after each earthquake simulation to determine the fundamental frequency 
of the structure. The setup for the free-vibration tests is shown in 
Fig. A.8. A small horizontal displacement was imposed at the top level 
of the structure by hanging a 90 kg weight on a pulley system. The 
weight was then suddenly released by cutting the cable, and the ensuing 
free-vibration of the structure was recorded. 
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A.3 Instrumentation 
Two types of instruments were used to measure the response of the 
structures during each test: accelerometers to measure absolute 
accelerations and linear voltage displacement transformers (LVDT's) to 
measure relative displacements. The location of the instruments is 
shown schematically in Fig. A.9. Table A.7 lists the instruments and 
their locations. 
A total of twenty-seven accelerometers and fifteen LVDT's were used 
on each structure. (Structures NS2 and NS3 used two additional LVDT's: 
LBE and LBW. See Fig. A.9(a) for their locations.) Photographs of the 
instruments may be seen in Fig. A.IO. 
Nineteen of the accelerometers were attached to the structure in 
order to measure the horizontal accelerations at each story level. Two 
accelerometers were attached to the columns adjoining the wall in order 
to measure vertical 
perpendicular to the 
(torsional) motion at 
accelerations. Another two were attached 
direction of motion to measure transverse 
the top story. The rigidity of the instrument 
column was monitored by one of the accelerometers. The three remaining 
accelerometers were attached to the base girders in order to measure 
the base motion which was produced by the earthquake simulator. 
The accelerometers measuring the inplane horizontal accelerations 
at each level and the accelerometer attached to the instrument column 
were Endevco piezoresistive type. All of the others were Endevco 
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Q-Flex accelerometers. Manufacturer's ratings for the two types of 
accelerometers are listed in Table A.B. The accelerometers were 
mechanically calibrated with a +1.0 g, 0.0 g, and -1.0 g signal by 
changing the axis of the gage from a horizontal position (0.0 g) to a 
vertical position (+/- 1.0 g). 
The LVDT's measured the displacement at each level relative to a 
stiff instrument column so that the displacements could be considered 
to be measured relative to the base. The instrument column was 
stiffened with cables for the tests conducted on structure NS1. The 
fundamental frequency of the instrument column with the cables was 
22 Hz. The instrument column was stiffened further by a brace 
fabricated with 4 in. square tubing for the tests of structures NS2 and 
NS3. The stiffening effect of the brace increased the fundamental 
frequency of the instrument column to more than 50 Hz. Two LVDT's were 
attached at each level of the structure between the instrument column 
and the story mass. At the top story a third LVDT was attached between 
the instrument column and the center beam stub. Structures NS2 and NS3 
had two additional LVDT's which measured the displacement of the first 
level of the wall relative to the base girder. 
The LVDT's were mechanically calibrated using steel gage blocks 
which were machined to one-half, one, and two inch widths. 
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A.4 Data Recording 
(a) Dynamic Tests 
Analog signals from the accelerometers and LVDT's attached to the 
structure were amplified and then recorded and digitized. The signal 
conditioning equipment used was the Model 4470 Class Endevco with 
Model 4478.1A and Model 4479.2 cards for the LVDT's and 
servo-accelerometers respectively. The piezoresistive accelerometers 
were used with Vidar Model III excitation and balancing units followed 
by a Dana Model 3500 signal amplifier. This array of gages and signal 
conditioning developed all gage analog signals to a nominal full-scale 
value of +/~ 5 volts. 
The measured signals were recorded on 
(IRIG-l"-14 channel FM) and also delivered directly 
system for immediate conversion to equivalent digital 
analog tape 
to a computer 
values. The 
analog tape recorders were used as a back-up to the computer system. 
Only fourteen channels of data could be stored on one magnetic tape. 
Consequently, four separate tape recorders were required. A fifteenth 
channel on each of the four tapes was used for a voice signal. Another 
channel on each recorder was used to record the earthquake simulator 
input. This signal was used as a time reference later to synchronize 
records which were recorded on different tape units. Exact 
synchronization of signals from different recorders is very difficult 
because of inherent minor variations in recorder speeds and the sample 
time resolution. Tape recorded data may be compared directly with 
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other data recorded on the same tape. The arrangement of the data on 
the recorders is shown schematically in Fig. A.ll. When needed, the 
analog tapes were converted to digital data using the computer system. 
The computer system consists of a standard LSI 11/23 (Digital 
Equipment Corporation - DEC) with twin floppy disks (DEC RX02) and hard 
disks (DEC RL02) plus an Analog-to-Digital converter board (Data 
Translation Model DT 2769). Line printer output, standard cathode 
terminal control and output are provided. Graphic display on a cathode 
ray tube with a self-contained printer (Hewlett-Packard 2623A) as well 
as via a larger hard-copy plotter (Hewlett-Packard Model 7221) were 
available. 
The combination above is controlled by a Test Sequence Plotting 
Program (Fortran) which also uses a commercial, Fortran compatible, 
program to run the Analog-to-Digital converter board and real-time 
clock (Data Translation CPLIB). 
The Test Sequence 
calibration data on 
Plotting Program permits the acquisition of 
all channels, before the model testing and the 
generation of scaled (engineering units) data immediately upon test 
completion. Spectrum response is calculated for any selected channel 
and various plots can be selected. The data are written on hard disk 
with floppy disk back-up for permanent storage. 
The Analog-to-Digital converter can accept up to 64 analog signals. 
Data sampling rates can be varied but 200 samples per second has been 
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selected as an adequate compromise between frequency resolution and the 
magnitude of collected data. 
(b) Visible Damage 
Before each test, the surface of the structures was sprayed with a 
fluid called 'Partek PI-A Fluorescent' (Magnaflux Corporation, Chicago, 
Illinois). The solution contained fluorescent particles which 
collected in the cracks of the structure and reflected 'black light'. 
The location of cracks in the frame could then be marked and recorded. 
Motion-picture cameras with 8 mm and 16 mm film were used to record 
the events throughout each test run. 
A.5 Test Procedure 
A description of the test procedure is given in Chapter 5. The 
test sequence is listed in Table 4.3. 
Before each test: 
- Connections were checked to insure that everything was tight. 
- Free-vibration tests were conducted to determine the natural 
frequency of the structures. 
- Crack patterns were marked on the structures and recorded on data 
sheets. 
During each test: 
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- The data were digitized directly onto a hard disc, and as a 
backup, they were recorded in analog form on magnetic tapes. 
- The motion of the structures was recorded visually with movie 
cameras. 
After each test: 
- Special attention was given to any spalling or crushing of 
concrete and yielding or buckling of reinforcement. Notes were 
taken describing the nature and distribution of the damage. 
After completion of the tests: 
- The data were reduced. 
Material properties of the structures were determined by testing 
coupons on the day following the tests. 
A.1 Measured Cross-Sectional Dimensions 
Structure NS-1 
Levell Beam Depth Beam Width Column Depth Column Width Wall Width 
Story mm . 
---
mm mm mm rum 
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 
7 50.3 0.39 30.3 0.32 50.2 0.32 50.5 0.61 19.5 0.27 
6 50.2 0.21 30.3 0.51 50.3 0.51 50.5 0.58 19.5 0.04 
5 50.2 0.17 30.4 0.24 50.2 0.46 50.6 0.53 19.4 0.50 
N 
4 50.2 0.22 30.3 0.31 50.1 0.39 50.6 0.41 19.2 0.34 1..0 .I>-
3 50.3 0.20 30.4 0.40 50.2 0.44 50.5 0.42 19.1 0.70 
2 50.2 0.19 30.4 0.32 50.3 0.58 50.6 0.42 19.2 0.20 
1 50.6 0.47 30.4 0.37 50.1 0.41 50.5 0.47 19.4 0.04 
19.4 0.27 
All Levels: 50.3 0.32 30.4 0.35 50.2 0.46 50.5 0.48 19.3 0.30 
A.l (continued) 
Structure NS-2 
Levell Beam Depth Beam Width Column Depth Column Width Wall Width 
Story mm mm mm mm mm 
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. 
7 50.2 0.26 30.1 0.49 49.9 0.31 50.3 0.38 20.0 0.45 
6 50.3 0.38 30.3 0.62 49.9 0.44 50.5 0.68 19.6 0.07 
5 50.3 0.23 30.2 0.54 49.9 0.30 50.4 0.48 19.3 0.63 
N 
4 50.3 0.26 30.1 0.41 50.0 0.38 50.5 0.42 19.8 0.48 \.0 l..Jl 
3 50.2 0.14 30.2 0.32 50.1 0.50 50.4 0.29 19.6 0.47 
2 50.1 0.28 30.4 0.35 50.1 0.50 50.4 0.32 19.8 0.40 
1 50.3 0.54 30.2 0.15 50.1 0.48 50.3 0.30 19.8 0.40 
20.0 0.26 




Levell Beam Depth Beam Width Column Depth Column Width Wall Width 
Story mm mm mm mm mm 
Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Meari-Std. Dev. 
7 50.3 0.35 30.0 0.26 49.8 0.25 50.4 0.46 19.8 0.41 
6 50.2 0.23 29.9 0.27 49.9 0.31 50.2 0.32 19.7 0.00 
5 50.1 0.17 30.2 0.31 49.9 0.41 50.2 0.42 19.7 0.22 
N 
4 50.3 0.22 30.1 0.35 49.9 0.44 50.2 0.36 19.6 0.28 \.0 0'1 
3 50.1 0.16 30.2 0.43 49.9 0.36 50.2 0.39 19.3 0.06 
2 50.1 0.17 30.2 0.45 49.9 0.33 50.1 0.36 19.5 0.18 
1 50.6 0.32 30.1 0.43 49.9 0.39 50.1 0.33 19.6 0.26 
19.4 0.12 
All Levels: 50.2 0.28 30.1 0.37 49.9 0.36 50.2 0.38 19.6 0.25 
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All dimensions in mm. 
*i~ Beam values based on 24 samples. 
*i~;( 
Column values based on 36 samples. 
**** 
i~** Columns 




Measured from South face of wall to vertical reinforcement 







* Table A.3 Measured Story Weights 








Includes lumped portions of frames and walls 
and all connections. 
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* A.4 Chronology of Experiment 
Event Structure 
NS-1 N'S-Z NS-3 
5/29/81 6/9/82 4/22/82 
Casting 7/6/81 6/24/82 7/16/82 
8/17/81 9/2/82 10/6/82 
Remove 6/22/81 6/22/82 5/3/82 
Specimen 7/23/81 7/6/82 8/6/82 
from Forms 9/2/81 9/13/82 10/18/82 
Test 
Specimen 4/16/82 12/2/82 2/16/83 
Test 
Coupons 4/17/82 12/3/82 2/17/83 
* Dates are month/day/year. 
Table A.5 Concrete Properties 
* 
,', 
Test Frame Age at Initial Secant Compressive Splitting Modulus 
Structure Testing Modulus Modulus Strength Strength of Rupture 
days tnn/cm 2 ton/em 2 kgf/cm 2 kgflcm 2 kgf/cm 2 
North 286 188 169 313 (22) 28 59 (5) 
NS-l Center 244 195 171 307 (23) 26 59 (6) 
South 324 215 191 361 (15) 31 56 (5) 
overall NS-1 199 177 327 (31) 58 (6) 
North 93 191 162 256 (30) 62 (5) VJ 0 
NS-2 Center 163 194 168 307 (29) 64 (6) 0 
South 178 182 166 291 (16) 65 (7) 
overall NS-2 189 166 284 (34) 64 (6) 
North 217 193 161 259 (26) 29 58 (6) 
N$-:-3 Center 135 217 201 392 (28) 33 78 (6) 
South 302 178 153 227 (18) 53 (5) 
overall NS,-3 196 172 366 (78) 63 (13) 
/ 
* Mean (Standard Deviation) 
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Table A.6 Steel Properties 
** ** Location Wire Gage Diameter Strain Rate Yield Stress Strength 
l/sec kgf/mm 2 kgf/mm 2 mm 
Top of 
Beams 
(NS2 & NS3) No. 7 4.5 0.001 37.1 + 1.1 43.0 + 0.9 
Columns No. 13 2.3 0.001 39.2 + 1.1 42.5 + 0.9 
0.005 40.7 + 1.2 43.4 + 1.5 
Beams 
and 
Wall No. 15 ., n .L.O 0.001 42.7 + 0.7 45.7 + 0.6 
0.005 42.9 + 0.7 46.5 + 0.6 
Transverse 
Reinforcement No. 16 1.6 0.001 79 + 1.2 85- t 3.1 












Table A.7 Locations of Displacement and 
Acceleration Measurements 
Displacement Acceleration 
Center South North Center 
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Damping Factor 
% of Critical 
Piezoresistive 
Type 
+ 25 g 




+ 15 g 




A.I(a) Structure NSI 
Fig. A.I Photographs of One-tenth-Scale Structure 
208 N. Romine 
Urbana, Illinois 
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Fig. A.l(b) Bare Frames 
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Fig. A.I(c) Structure NSI 



















7 II lis cp Bolt 
21;~' x 21;:t x 3/~' (at Outside Frames) 
2 Y211 x 21;£ X 1;211 (at Center Frame) 

















A.4(a) Center Frame Reinforcement for NSI 
Fig. A.4 Fabrication Photographs 
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Fig. A.4(b) Detail of Center Frame Reinforcement 
for NSI 
Fig. A.4(c) Detail of Center Frame Reinforcement 
for NS2 (NS3) 
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Fig. A.4(d) Frame Casting Platform 
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A.S(a) Structure NSl 
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Fig. A.S(c) Structure NS3 
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No. 13 Gage Wire 
Strain Rate = 000 1 /sec. 
















No. IS Gage Wire 
Strain Rate :I O.OOI/sec. 
fult = 42.7 ± 0.7 kg/mm2 
I I 1 
0.02 0.03 
Strain 
Fig. A.6 Steel Stress-Strain Relations 
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No. 7 Gage Wire 
Strain Rate = QOOl/sec. 
fult =43.0 ± 0.9 kg/mm2 
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No. 13 Goge Wire 
Strain Rate ;: 00051 sec. 
fult ;: 43.4 ± 1.5 kg/mm2 
0.03 Q04 
to Samples 
No. 15 Gage Wire 
Strain Rate ;: 0.0051 sec. 
fult ;: 46.5 ± 0.6 kg/mm 2 
0.03 Q04 




(All Dimensions Are in inches) 
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At Level : 
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Fig. A.9(a) Location of Vertical LVDT's Attached at Base 
of Wall in Structures NS2 and NS3 
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A.IO(a) LVDT's 
Fig. A.IO Photographs of Instrumentation 
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Fig. A.IO(b) Story-Level Accelerometers 
Fig. A.IO(c) Vertical LVDT's attached to Wall 
and Base-Level Accelerometers 
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RESPONSE HISTORIES OF VERTICAL AND TRANSVERSE ACCELEROMETERS 
The response histories of the vertical and transverse 
accelerometers are presented in this Appendix. The waveforms are shown 
in Fig .. B.1. 
As seen in the figures, the vertical acceleration waveforms have 
good correlation between the structures for each particular run. In 
Run 3, the response of 
components as was shown 
structure NS3 contained high 
in the waveforms of Chapter 6. 
frequency 
These high 
frequency components were also evident in the vertical acceleration 
response .. The maximum amplitudes of the vertical acceleration 
waveforms ranged from approximately 0.4 g in Run 1 to 1.0 g in the 
final run. 
The maximum transverse accelerations measured were on the order of 
0.2 g .. The transverse acceleration waveforms were similar for the 
structures except in Run 1. During the time period of one to two 
seconds in Run 1, structure NS3 had a relatively low frequency 
response. 
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Fig. B.l Transverse and Vertical Accelerations 
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Fig. B.l(a.2) Response of NS2 - Run 2 
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Fig. B.l(a.4) Response of NS2 - Run 4 
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Fig. B.I(b.l) Response of NS3 - Run 1 
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Fig. B.l(b.3) Response of NS3 - Run 3 
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